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DO YOU WANT MORE

STYLE,

STRENGTH,

PERFORMANCE,

EASE OF INSTALLATION

AND REDUCTION IN YOUR INVENTORY?

SAY “YES” TO TRUTH’S ENCORE® SERIES
HANDLES AND COVERS
Truth’s new “nesting” cover for the Encore® Series of operators provides options to an
already stylish design. Encore operators give you all the strength and performance
characteristics you need in an operator with the flexibility of additional handle and
cover options.

The Snap-Fit cover removes easily for painting and staining of the window frame and
provides a smooth, stylish look for your windows. Integrated snap feature allows
fastenerless cover attachment and installation after home is completed, helping to
eliminate construction damage.

The Full-Flip Handle design eliminates collapse during operation and Encore® Operators
require 33% less effort to operate than previous operators. The handle provides smooth
operation with a more contemporary look when nested and allows for easy screen
removal without removing the handle from the operator.

For more information about Encore® and Maxim® Series cover and handle options contact
your Truth representative.

#12614.XX (LH)
#12616.XX (RH)
Left Hand Shown

#13423.XX (LH)
#13424.XX (RH)
Left Hand Shown

#13342.XX (LH)
#13343.XX (RH)
With Metal Cover
Left Hand Shown

Now With More Handle And Cover Options To Choose From.
Available in a wide range of finishes.

700 West Bridge Street • Owatonna, MN 55060 • 1-800-866-7884 • www.truth.com
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STAIR REMODELING JUST GOT
A FEW STEPS EASIER.

makes it easyy to renovate anyy stairs–From carpeted
m
p to ppremium hardwood.
Not just easier, but more affordable, since Young Manufacturing’s newest innovation–
Young RetroTread™– delivers a solid hardwood upgrade of the stairs without having to rebuild.
Young RetroTread™ is made in the USA by the same family of craftsmen
who have been helping to build America since 1858.

Young RetroTread™
Reversible Return Nosing
A Young Manufacturing exclusive!

Solid hardwood construction

1-800-545-6595
www.youngmanufacturing.com
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one software system that meets every need of your millwork company.
Easy to Use. Easy to train. Easy to Maintain.
WoodWare Systems has a software suite with solutions for managing every aspect of your
company easily and efficiently and with real-tme access through a browser-based interface.
For more information call WoodWare Sales at 901.763.3999 or visit us online.
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Publisher/Editor

Optimistic Overuse?
BY

t the end of every year, various sources come up with
their lists of words that are
overused. In 2009, it was phrases
like “the new normal” and “exit
strategy.” It’s always interesting to
see which words make the cut. I
know this may be a stretch but as I
looked at the articles I wrote in the
past few weeks in reference to the
International Builders’ Show (IBS),
one word came up a great deal.
The word starts with an O.
Optimism. Yes, this seems to be the
word of choice to epitomize the
mood of the homebuilding industry as we head toward 2010.
I wonder if it is overused. I wonder if the company that had to lay off
workers this year is optimistic that
things will turn around soon and the
company owner can bring some of
these workers back. My hope is that
he or she is, because without optimism, what do you have?
So, after much consideration, I
have decided despite a possible
overuse, I will continue to use the
word optimistic as long as there are
continued signs of companies who
show signs of things getting better.
And, while we’re talking about
being optimistic, I just have to
mention two companies that have
received a great deal of press lately.
First, Serious Materials. I think
everyone knows the story here so
I’m not going to rehash it. But some
in the industry, by their own
admission, are frustrated by all the
national press being given to
Serious when other companies
offer products just as good if not
better than theirs.
Serious Materials has received a
lot of positive attention over the
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past year or so from both the president and vice president. Recently
some of the media’s attention has
turned to the negative. Some argue
Serious received the previous accolades because a Serious executive is
married to a top official at the DOE.
So maybe because of this recent
negative attention, Serious wasn’t
mentioned by President Obama in
his State of the Union address in
January. But one window company
was mentioned—Northeast Building
Products in Philadelphia.
How great is it, I thought, that a
window manufacturer was cited by
the president as proof of the stimulus act at work. But it seems now
some people are wondering why
NEBP was mentioned. One reader
even got this company confused
with Serious and we had to set the
record straight.
Here’s what I think has everyone
up in arms—good old-fashioned
jealousy. It’s normal—we all do it, it’s
simply human nature. Numerous
companies in the industry have great
products, so they wonder why they
aren’t gaining national attention.
I say, who cares? If Serious, NEBP
or any other company received
national exposure, whether it is in a
national magazine, or a national
news program, or even by the
President of the United States, it
only helps the entire industry. It
brings more attention to the need
for highly efficient windows and
doors. Not everyone is going to buy
from Serious or NEBP, but if you’re
ready and you market your products correctly, they might end up
looking to you.
So here’s to being optimistic for
the future of the entire industry. ❙
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Fine-tuned
to perfection
Slide and Turn Systems
Folding-Sliding-Systems
Horizontal-Sliding-Wall Systems

Experience German precision at its ﬁnest with a SUNFLEX glass wall system. State of the art
technology and the most innovative product line in the world.

SUNFLEX-Wall-Systems LP l 28400 Old US 41 Rd. Unit #5 l Bonita Springs FL 34135 l P 1-800-606-0756 l F 1-239-495-2890 l info@sunﬂex-wall.com l www.sunﬂex-wall.com
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Article About Lead in
Hardware Prompts Concern
Dear Editor,
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Recently there appeared an article in DWM titled “Lead Paint
Warning – Time to Prepare for Big
Changes” (January/February 2010).
Due to a number of misleading and
erroneous
comments made in this
story we feel obligated to set the
record straight.
While the importance of the EPA’s
new
Renovation,
Repair and Paint
(RRP) program certainly
deserves
attention by our
industry, it is important that the facts
surrounding
this
regulation are clearly
understood and not
misconstrued. This
article started out on the right track
as it shared that this program is
meant to educate contractors who
work in pre-1978 housing who might
disturb painted surfaces where lead
paint is present. Please note that the
EPA is very clear on this: the RRP is
addressing the dust created from the
disturbance of lead paint (See:
www.epa.gov/lead/pubs/renovation.htm).
What is unfortunate is that this
article allowed an individual the
opportunity to twist the subject of
RRP for his own gain. He was
allowed to create an impression
that this EPA regulation aligned
itself with the Consumer Products
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA)
which governs products specifically designed and intended for children 12 years of age or younger
www.dwmmag.com

(i.e., children’s toys). The CSPC is
very clear on the point that the
CPSIA excludes doors and windows in these ratings (See:
www.cpsc.gov/about/cpsia/faq/10
1faq.html).

The article allowed a manufacturer of plastic hardware products
the opportunity to confuse the
readers into believing that the RRP
regulations were connected to the
CPSIA’s ruling, which they clearly
are not. The plastics manufacturer
further suggested that hardware
manufacturers using zinc in their
products would not be able to meet
these new requirements and that
plastic/composite products would
be the only ones which would allow
window manufacturers to remain
competitive and compliant, which
is completely untrue. He went on to
suggest that the amount of lead in
zinc hardware was not “kid-safe.”
Again, untrue.
While we can’t speak for others in
our industry, Truth Hardware zinc
conforms to ASTM standard B240-

>I

09, which sets the maximum allowable level of lead in this material at
40 ppm, well below that which is
allowable for children’s toys. In addition, Truth Hardware’s paint process
conforms to applicable governing
regulations including those for lead
content (90 ppm).
These standards
for Truth Hardware
products meet all
governing requirements for lead
content.
To your readers
we suggest the following. When confronted by claims
that may create
concern over your
hardware
decisions, or even those
that impact your
own product sales and the channels
in which they are installed and used,
we urge you to take the time to
understand all the facts and don’t be
confused or led astray by companies
who try to capitalize on consumer
fear or doubt for their own gain.
In closing I would just like to
add, that by providing comments
from only one supplier in this market, who clearly had an agenda,
you have done a disservice to the
door and window industry that
relies on this information to be fair,
accurate and pertinent to the
issues at hand. We expect better
from this publication.
Regards,
Steve Groves
Senior VP of Sales, Marketing &
Product Development
Truth Hardware ❙
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Making triples? Is the HEAT getting through?
If you are going to the expense of making a triple, shouldn’t it be a dual seal?
If you use an oven roll press to manufacture triples, you risk:
t Underheating the seal to the inner lite, possibly causing premature failure.
t Over-compression of outboard seals in an effort to achieve adhesion on inner seal, possibly causing
metal or plastic shim contact to glass resulting in potential unit breakage or premature unit failure.
t Increased energy consumption = $$$.

Butyl corrugated shim spacer

(Actual photos)

U-channel spacer

Super Spacer’s acrylic adhesive gives you the assurance of a consistent bond

to the center lite without the need for an expensive oven roll press.
More key benefits of triples made with Super Spacer®:
t Improved energy efficiency = lower energy usage and energy bills.
t Improved durability with dual-seal system.
t Improved condensation resistance (approximately 60 percent) over
double-glazed units with low-e coatings and argon filling.

Edgetech’s customers making Triple-Pane IG with Super Spacer are poised to take advantage of the DOE
R5 Windows Volume Purchase Program.

Call Edgetech IG to learn more about making high-quality triples
with the only warm edge spacer system that has over 20 years
of proven performance!
800.233.4383 or visit www.edgetech360.com.
2009 Winner
DWM Green Award
“Spacer Supplier”
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WDMA OPENS UP

WDMA to Pursue Aggressive
2010 Agenda in Washington
BY
ithout a doubt, 2009 was
unlike any other year
most of us have experienced in Washington. While it is
not unusual for a new administration to pursue its policy objectives,
rarely has one undertaken so
many at the same time, while
simultaneously dealing with two
wars, a financial system meltdown, a housing market collapse
and the greatest economic downturn since the Great Depression.
The issues facing us as a nation
and as an industry are numerous
and it is clearly not a time for the
faint of heart to be promoting an
aggressive agenda in Washington.
Yet, that is exactly what we must do
as an industry if we are to promote
and protect our interests in this
recessionary period.
Thankfully, the WDMA’s 2010
National Policy Agenda (NPA) provides an excellent road map to
guide the association as we navigate the seemingly endless twists
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and turns, and not to mention
mine fields, that have become so
commonplace in the economy and
in Washington over the last year.
Simply put, the NPA will lay out
the important issues to the door,
window and skylight industry
clearly and concisely and the principles we will use going forward to
evaluate whether WDMA will support
or
oppose
an
issue.
Policymakers and media will know
exactly where we stand. The NPA is
broken into different issue areas
such as energy conservation,
building codes, environmental
stewardship, building safety, housing policy, product supply, tax and
trade, and workforce policy.
In 2010 we will be pursuing an
aggressive agenda including revision
of the door, window and skylight tax
credit to tie it to ENERGY STAR® standards as well as seeking an extension
into 2011. At the same time, energy
and climate change legislation has
the potential for having a major

Policymakers and
media will
know exactly where
we stand.
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impact on our industry through the
imposition of a national energy
code. Coupled with this is the migration of the ENERGY STAR program for
fenestration products from the
Department of Energy to the
Environmental Protection Agency
and a potential new “Super Star”
program, which will require active
industry involvement to assure
industry concerns and issues are
addressed. We also must take advantage of national policy initiatives
promoting energy independence,
building retrofits and green jobs to
assure that fenestration products are
part of those efforts. And 2010 will be
an active period in the building code
arena as the ICC completes its cycle
for the 2012 I-Codes.
If we are to turn the corner in
2010, the time for bold leadership is
now. The challenge for our industry
will be pushing these issues to the
top a very long list of priorities
being set by Congress and the
Obama Administration. We will
need all industry members to
actively engage their representatives and senators on these issues if
we want quick action. WDMA’s new
Legislative Action Center, accessed
through the WDMA website, has
been set up to make it easy for
members to contact their representative and senators through a few
clicks of the mouse.
There was never a more important time for your voice to be
heard.
❙
Michael O’Brien serves as executive vice
president of the Window and Door
Manufacturers Association. His opinions
are solely his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of this magazine.
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Make a bold statement with TGI warm edge IG spacer from Technoform. You’ll be enhancing your windows and doors with the thermal
efficiency to exceed Energy Star requirements, plus the durability, strength and aesthetic appeal every homeowner desires. And you’ll have
the confidence of knowing our goal isn’t just to elevate the performance of your products, but to empower your business to reach new
heights too. Because at Technoform, we believe your success is a direct reflection on us.

www.technoform.us | 330-487-6600

Download a copy of our white paper ”SEEING THE LIGHT: Understanding Today's Evolving Fenestration
Codes And Strategies to Achieve Compliance” from the home page on our web site www.technoform.us.
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A MANAGER’S VIEW

Listen to Your Customers
and Say “Yes”
BY
ecently, my job took me to a
restaurant in McAllen, Texas,
where I had an experience
that can translate into a valuable
business lesson for all of us. When I
travel, I usually like to eat whatever
food for which the town I’m in is
famous. So, when I’m in Memphis
it’s barbecue, steak in Dallas, clams
in Boston, you get the idea. In
McAllen, I wanted to eat some
authentic Mexican food so I drove
around a while until I found what
looked like a nice, clean restaurant
that served Mexican food.
I was a little nervous walking in. I
wasn’t nervous about the food, but
nervous because I didn’t want to be
the problem guy. You know the kind
of guy I’m talking about, the guy
who says “To Go!” when he’s ordering at the drive-through window;
the guy who asks 300 questions
about everything before he orders. I
was a little nervous because I wanted to go to the counter, order my
food the correct way and take it back
to the hotel with me. I was about
fourth in line, so I had a little time to
look over the menu boards before it
was my turn to order. The entire
menu was in Spanish—all of it—not
one single word on the menu was
English. In an even greater disappointment, I didn’t even see words
like: taco or enchilada or fajita. I was
so confused; I had no idea what I
was going to do when my turn came.
So here I am looking a Hispanic
gentleman in the face and he says
something to me that means it’s my
time to order. I choked. Most of the
Mexican restaurants I’ve ever eaten
at have combo meals that you order
by number. I didn’t see any numbers
on the menu, I didn’t know what to
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do, so I figured they must have combination platters that just aren’t on
the menu. So, I thought I would order
the same thing I usually eat at my
favorite Mexican place in Missouri.
After a short pause I said, “I – would –
like – the – number – six – to – go.” I
spoke a little louder than I probably
needed to and in retrospect I probably didn’t need to clearly enunciate
every syllable in that sentence; furthermore, holding up six fingers was
probably a little overkill but,
nonetheless, I thought I had made it.
I thought I had escaped without
embarrassment and then in a particularly disturbing and unexpected
turn of events, he started asking me
questions. He asked me five or six
questions and I had absolutely no
idea what he was saying. I paused
after the first one and finally blurted
out, “No.” So, for each question, I just
answered no to all of them. He
looked at me a little funny like he was
holding back laughter and I just
stood there with a fake smile on my
face. He turned around, yelled something to the kitchen with a chuckle
and collected my $7.42. A couple of
minutes later he handed me a brown
paper bag and I grabbed it and headed for the door. The anticipation was
incredible. I didn’t have the first clue
what was in that bag but I couldn’t
wait to get back to my hotel and eat
some real authentic Mexican food.
My heart was beating fast, I was excited, called my wife, everything. This
was going to be awesome.
When I got back to my hotel
room and opened the bag, I found
that I had just ordered six tacos—
six tacos with nothing but meat and
a hard tortilla. No lettuce, no sauce,
no cheese, no tomatoes, no sour
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cream, nothing but ground beef in
a crunchy shell!
The anticipation and nervousness that I felt while transporting my
bag of unknown food is what many
people in our industry are feeling
right now. Everywhere I go I talk to
builders and suppliers who are
excited about a rebound in the
housing market. I hear phrases like:
“light at the end of the tunnel,” “the
worst is behind us now,” and “Spring
is going to be really big!” Most people in our industry are full of anticipation and hope for 2010. We have
all seen our revenues decline, housing starts decline, optimism disappear and now many people feel like
we made it through the worst and
are very optimistic about the future.
The troubling thing about most of
these people is that they are doing
the exact same things that they tried
to do for the last couple of years with
minimal results.
Every new service or product, or
even a new way of quoting materials that I’ve ever implemented, has
been the result of a “yes” answer
that I gave to a question from a customer. In this year with so much at
stake for so many suppliers, you
might try going to talk to your customers and listening carefully to
things they would like to see you do
and, unless you want to end the
year with a bag full of miscellaneous meat and taco shells, you
might want to try answering “yes”
to a few of those questions.
❙
Keith Castleman is area manager of 14
stores in six states, including Dallas and
Nebraska, for 84 Lumber. Mr. Castleman’s
opinions are solely his own and do not
necessarily reflect those of this magazine.
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Now is the time to
increase your efficiency!
The new Stürtz Linear Pro Automated Cutting and Fabrication System –
Comfortable Loading, High Speed Cutting, Flexible Fabrication
Winner of the 2009
Crystal Achievement Award
for Most Innovative Machine!

“The new Stürtz Linear Pro moved our production to the next level by
increasing output and quality. This is the machine our operators like most!”
(Anthony Puntel, Director of Operations, Polaris Technologies)

The SMI Linear Pro family of Automated Sawing and Fabrication
Centers are designed to meet today’s ever changing PVC window and
door production needs. The machine’s optional Integrated Fabrication
Systems perform multiple window and door fabrication requirements.

»

Through Feed Double Miter Saw for all North American PVC windows and doors

»

Exclusive High Speed “Linear Motion Control” Feeding and Positioning System

»

Available in V-Cut and VHC-Cut for slope sill products

»

Wide range of available fabrication tools, including: routing, drilling, dimpling,
punching and custom tools

»

NEW Flying Bridge Technology

»

Small footprint for optimum space efficiency

»

High output at competitive pricing

»

Simple graphic programming functions with powerful database

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Pkwy. · Twinsburg, OH 44087
Telephone 330-405-0444 · Telefax 330-405-0445
info@sturtz.com · www.sturtz.com
Visit our website at www.sturtz.com

stürtz

Machinery, Inc.
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AAMA ANALYSIS

Requirements for
Fiberglass Coatings Evolve
BY
n early 2001, the first standard
governing the use of fiberglass
fenestration profiles, AAMA
305-2000 (updated in 2006), was
released. By the end of 2003, AAMA
established a Fiberglass Material
Council (FMC) to further develop
standards and promote fiberglass
as a viable fenestration material.

I

KEN

BRENDEN

Earmarked for future
development are specifications
for performance of exterior
stained products and
information on solar reflectivity
of exterior façades.

Because the long-term durability of fiberglass profiles—more
generically termed “fiber reinforced thermoset profiles”—
depends largely on the applied
coatings, the FMC embarked
upon a project to develop specifications
for
factory-applied
organic coatings, listed below.

Fiberglass Coatings Requirements
Minimum Initial
Dry Film Thickness
Color Uniformity
Specular Gloss (per ASTM D 523)
Dry Film Hardness

Film Adhesion
Dry adhesion
Wet adhesion
Boiling Water Adhesion
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AAMA 623-07
20 microns (0.8 mil)

AAMA 625-07
30 microns (1.2 mil)

Consistent with specified range or numerical value
Within ±5 units of manufacturer’s recommended values
No film rupture per ASTM D
No film rupture per ASTM D 3363 pencil test – grade F hardness
3363 pencil test – grade H
lead pencil
hardness lead pencil
No film removal per ASTM D 3359, Method B (Method A for film thicknesses >125 microns)
No film removal per ASTM D 3359 after 24-hr immersion in 100°F water
N/A
No film removal per ASTM D 3359 after 20-min immersion in
boiling water

Direct Impact
Abrasion Resistance
(minimum abrasion coefficient)
Chemical Resistance
Muriatic Acid
Mortar
Nitric Acid

No removal of film from substrate
N/A
20

Detergent Resistance
Window Cleaner Resistance
Humidity Resistance

No loss of coating adhesion per ASTM D 2248
N/A
No noticeable change after 24 hr exposure
No blistering after 1,500 hrs. No blistering after 3,000 hrs. No blistering after 4,000 hrs.
high-humidity exposure
high-humidity exposure
high-humidity exposure
No cracking or loss of adhesion after 15 cycles of humidity exposure (24 hr), room temperature (4
hr) then cold (-10°F)
No loss of adhesion after seven days at 140°F
No checking, crazing, chalking No checking, crazing, chalking No checking, crazing, chalking
or loss of adhesion after one
(£8 for colors/£6 for whites per (£8 for colors/£6 for whites per
year exposure in South Florida ASTM D 4214), loss of color
ASTM D 4214), loss of color
site
retention (within ±5 Hunter
retention (within ±5 Hunter
units), loss of gloss <30%, loss units), loss of gloss <50%, loss
of adhesion (per ASTM D 3359, of adhesion (per ASTM D 3359,
Method B) and <10% film ero- Method B) and <10% film erosion after five years exposure sion after ten years exposure in
in South Florida site or 1450
South Florida site or 2900 MJ
MJ TUVR accelerated exposure TUVR accelerated exposure per
per ASTM G90
ASTM G90

Cold Crack Cycle
Oven Aging
Weather Exposure

www.dwmmag.com

40

No visual change after 10 min exposure to 10% solution
Easily removed after 24hr exposure at 100% humidity
N/A

Source: Data taken from AAMA 623-07, AAMA 624-07 and AAMA 625-07.
12

AAMA 624-07
30 microns (1.2 mil)
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£5DE (Hunter) units color change after 30 min fume exposure
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These define the capabilities and
expectations for “good, better and
best” levels of finishes for fiberglass
fenestration
profiles,
addressing different performance
needs for film integrity, exterior
durability and general appearance for different applications
and market needs.

Fiberglass Specifications
• AAMA
623-07,
Voluntary
Specification,
Performance
Requirements and Test Procedures
for Organic Coatings on Fiber
Reinforced Thermoset Profiles
• AAMA
624-07,
Voluntary
Specification,
Performance
Requirements
and
Test
Procedures for High Performance
Organic Coatings on Fiber
Reinforced Thermoset Profiles
• AAMA
625-07,
Voluntary
Specification,
Performance
Requirements and Test Procedures
for
Superior
Performance
Organic Coatings on Fiber
Reinforced Thermoset Profiles
The table (at left) summarizes
the scope of the performance
parameters and increasing performance requirements set forth
by the three specifications.

Future Specification Activity
The FMC already is updating
these specifications, focusing on
clarification of chemical resistance
testing, in response to inquiries
from testing operations noting variances in results associated with different coating colors. AAMA 623
weathering exposure requirements
also
are
being
increased.
Earmarked for future development
are specifications for performance

of exterior stained products and
information (possibly leading to a
specification) on solar reflectivity of
exterior façades, which has potential to address the urban “heat
island effect” of various materials
on vertical surfaces (perhaps similar to “cool roof” requirements).
As materials and performance
requirements evolve, it is important
that consensus groups such as

AAMA keep specifications up to
date so the industry can stay on the
cutting edge.
❙
Ken Brenden serves as technical
standards manager for the American
Architectural Manufacturers Association
in Schaumburg, Ill. He may be reached at
kbrenden@aamanet.org. His opinions
are solely his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of this magazine.
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TREND TRACKER

Strategies for Success
in 2010 and in the Long-Term
BY
he majority of door and window
manufacturers
with
whom we’re in touch are cautiously but solidly optimistic that
this is going to be a better year than
2009. Such companies are undertaking various plans, designed to leverage their existing assets and fill in
any gaps in the offering they bring to
the market. In many cases these
plans include actively seeking
acquisitions. As an example, virtually every private equity fund that
owns a door or window company is
actively seeking to acquire additional companies to “bolt on” to their
existing holdings.
I met with several private equity
investors at the International
Builders’ Show. They confirmed that
there were numerous private equity
funds and investment bankers
prowling the show, looking for possible transactions. All of this comes
at a time when many companies are
considering undertaking a sale to
take advantage of a return to profitability or to beat the increase in the
capital gains tax that will kick in at
the end of this year.
Other companies are exploring
the option of merging with another
company. Many companies operate
from modern, efficient facilities created at a time when the market was
booming. Now, many of these manufacturers are operating at chronically low volumes, in many cases
below their breakeven points. If a
company’s revenues have dropped
by 50 percent, it requires a 100 percent increase in revenues in order to
return to their original level. Fearing
that this may take too long to happen organically, many companies
explore acquiring a company simi-
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MICHAEL

COLLINS

lar in size to their own. To the extent
that the acquired company can shed
its facility, the mere combination of
two complementary companies can
snap them back to profitability
through better utilization of a single
facility. Cross-selling becomes an
added bonus.
Some companies are exploring
other product areas to diversify
their revenues. These expansions
typically are driven by the material
from which the company’s primary
products are made. For example,
wood window manufacturers are
likely to seek to apply their expertise
in engineering wood solutions by
selling engineered flooring products. Vinyl window manufacturers
may pursue the addition of vinyl
siding to their product offerings. In
some cases, companies considering
this strategy add the product on a
purely distribution basis. Since
manufacturers in these other product areas hunger for additional volume, their prices may be compelling. Also, when companies
decide not to invest in a manufacturing facility for a new product
area, they maintain high flexibility
to exit that product segment in the
future at very little cost.
We also are in touch with a handful of companies that find themselves with a founder and part
owner who wishes to retire.
Executives at companies operating
with an owner who has one eye on
retirement often report that the
company is not as nimble or daring
as it once was. Typically, the closer
an owner comes to retirement, the
lower their appetite for risk
becomes. This decrease in the
appetite for risk can create very real
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challenges in determining the
appropriate future path for a company. To the extent that such a
company is profitable, it may be
able to attract sufficient equity capital to buy out all or a majority of
the owner’s position. Minority
investments become more common, even by traditional buyout
funds, because these groups are
constrained by financing. They
often must contribute equity that is
not leveraged by any borrowed
funds. In many cases, these funds
are willing to accept a minority
position because they do not want
to write a check large enough to
acquire all of a company’s equity.
This shift in ownership allows the
remaining management team to
pursue all projects that would be
accretive to the company’s longterm value, even riskier ones.
Still other companies are undertaking such tried and true methods
as hiring more sales professionals or
retaining additional manufacturers’
representatives in order to add dealers and increase geographic penetration. It is wise for groups seeking to
expand their distribution channels to
reward their sales teams only when
they attract a credit-worthy dealer,
rather than any dealer willing to sign
the agreement. Whatever the nature
of a company’s current plans, if they
leverage its current strengths and
mitigate its weaknesses, the company will have the best possible chance
to prosper in the coming years.
❙
Michael Collins is vice president of the
building products group at Jordan,
Knauff & Company. His opinions are
solely his own and not necessarily those
of this magazine.
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EYE ON ENERGY

Get Ready for Energy Star® Homes Changes
The Windows Program Isn’t the Only One Changing
BY
ith the shake-up surrounding the transfer of
the ENERGY STAR® windows
program from the U.S. Department
of Energy to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, the new criteria
for ENERGY STAR homes often has been
overlooked by the window industry.
Slated to go into effect on January 1,
2011, the program updates not only
have an increase in efficiency but
also an increase in responsibility and
costs for builders and energy-raters.
(The program changes will cost an
average of $4,500 with averaged
annual savings around $500, according to EPA’s Savings and Cost
Estimate Summary.)
ENERGY STAR Home qualification
still will have two paths, but both
prescriptive and performance paths
will be restricted by size. If the proposed home is larger than the
benchmark home according to
number of bedrooms, the performance path will have to be used.
Additionally, the qualifying Home
Energy Rating System (HERS) Index
for that home will be more stringent
as the square footage increases.
ENERGY STAR doors, windows and
skylights are now mandatory for the
prescriptive path with additional
stringency in solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) (for zones 1-3) or Ufactor (for zones 4-8) for homes
with greater than 15 percent window to floor area. In the performance path, doors, windows and skylights must meet or exceed the prescriptive requirements within 2009
International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) “to ensure that an
effective thermal envelope is provided with every qualified home.”
The definition for window area in
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the ENERGY STAR Reference Design
has been modified to align with the
2009 IECC also, with up to 0.75 percent allowed for decorative glazing.
The EPA, which has administered
the Homes program since its inception, now has ramped up focus on
how these provisions are installed.
The current version requires a midpoint inspection for a single thermal
bypass checklist. The 2011 criteria
also has added HVAC and water
management checklists, plus builder
and HVAC contractor checklists.
“We still expect that only one
mid-point inspection will be needed,” said Sam Rashkin, national
director for the Homes program at a
training session in December, “but
the inspection time will increase.”
Moreover, to ease the compliance process, EPA has increased
the total allowances for builderverified items from four to eight.
The eight allowances encompass
all of the requirements of the
checklist, including the new section for reduced thermal bridging.
Manufacturers may want to
review their installation instructions for compatibility with the new
Thermal Enclosure System Rater
Checklist instructions: “Framing at
windows shall be limited to a maximum of one pair of king studs and
one pair jack studs per window
opening to support the header and
window sill. Additional jack studs
shall be used only as needed for
structural support and cripple
studs only as needed to maintain
on-center spacing of studs.”
Further, EPA clarified concerns
about structural integrity submitted
during the first comment period.
“Raters need not direct builders to
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remove framing, but instead shall
simply determine compliance by
confirming that the specified details
have been used and by assessing the
amount of framing in the home that
has no apparent or documented
structural purpose … Vertical framing members shall either be on-center or have an alternative structural
purpose that is apparent to the rater
or documented by the builder, architect or engineer. No more than five
percent of studs may lack an apparent or documented structural purpose, which is equivalent to one vertical stud for every 30 linear feet of
wall, assuming 16-inch stud spacing.
Therefore, if installation requirements exceed these parameters, providing engineered documentation
that builders can provide to raters
may reduce construction delays.”
The water management system
rater checklist indicates door and
window openings fully flashed,
including pan flashing at sills, side
flashing that extends over pan flashing, and top flashing that extends
over side flashing. Likewise, the
HVAC system quality installation
rater checklist indicates doors to
garage should be gasketed or made
substantially airtight.
The current implementation date
is January 1, 2011, with a grace period of one year to implement the new
installation checklists. The EPA is
offering a series of free webinars to
support all of its ENERGY STAR programs, including one about the 2011
criteria on April 7.
❙
Arlene Zavocki Stewart is president of AZS
Consulting Inc., The views and opinions
expressed in this article do not necessarily
reflect those of this magazine.
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The best spacer, the best frame, the best glass.
It’s a way to start saving the environment today.
Wind turbines are a promising source of green energy.
But their power won’t be available to most homeowners for a
long time. Envirosealed Windows™ Advantage help homeowners
reduce their impact on the environment today. Rated as R5
(0.2 U-value), they combine Truseal Duralite® spacers, the best
in the industry, with the best frame systems and Low-E glass for
premium thermal performance and efficiency.
They exceed 2010 ENERGY STAR® standards, qualify for ARRA
tax credits, and have a faster payback period.
So your customers can do something good for the
environment AND their wallets. To learn more,
call 216.910.1500 or visit www.ew-advantage.com.

E N V I R O S E A L E D W I N D O W S TM I S A T R A D E M A R K O F T R U S E A L T E C H N O L O G I E S , I N C .
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AMD HEADLINES

Have You Figured Out the Green Thing Yet?
BY
saw a story in California recently
about the latest trend for car
owners who want to go green.
The results might surprise you.
Instead of buying a new hybrid or
fuel-efficient vehicle, car owners
were simply keeping their old cars
forever. The rationale was that the
energy and resources needed to create a new car far outstripped any
long-term benefit from using a more
efficient vehicle. Whether or not you
agree with this approach, a great
deal of the movement toward
“green” is a matter of perspective.
I have encountered a lot of varying opinions in our own industry
about what is green. For example,
we have wood door manufacturers
promoting their products as green
due to the use of sustainable,
renewable forest lands. At the same
time, fiberglass door manufacturers are promoting their products as
green for the opposite reason—
pointing out that they do not
require the harvesting of forest
lands and that fiberglass lasts forever. Both sides present good arguments and, more importantly, both
sides create products that qualify
for green credits. Much like the car
example discussed previously,
both approaches are green, just in
different ways.
During the current economic
downturn it is important for businesses to seek out new opportunities for expansion. The building
materials industry can benefit
greatly from the promotion of
green products. For consumers,
going green may make them feel
good, but the benefits need to be
quantified. One of the most popular programs is the government’s
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energy-efficient door
and window tax credit.
But, for some customers, it is important
to explain the longterm benefits of going
green. Up-front savings
are good, but long-term
energy savings is where
energy-efficient
products pay for
Now we sell this
themselves, and
same material to
this must be
companies that
communicated
reuse
it for a wide
effectively. The
variety of purposes.
current market
A cost of doing
has shown a drareap
large
matic decline in
business has now
rewards.
the number of
become a source
By putnew
housing
of revenue.
ting hard
starts. Just like
numbers
our friends in California who are
behind
choosing to keep their current
g r e e n
vehicles, many individuals are
products
making the most of their current
and operahomes by focusing on remodeling
tions, busiand repairs. Building material supnesses
can
pliers have the opportunity to sell
new green products that are better begin to see the true benefits.
for the environment, provide Abstract idealism may be fine for
monetary value to the homeowner Hollywood celebrities, but compaand provide our own companies nies operating in the real world will
only embrace new ideas if they help
with profitable sales.
For building material compa- the bottom line. Building material
nies, going green also may result in companies have the opportunity to
substantial cost savings. Our com- embrace the green movement and
pany used to pay a waste manage- benefit from one of the few strong
ment company to haul away wood growth segments in the current
waste to a landfill. Now we sell this economy. Doing so will lead to lower
❙
same material to companies that costs and increased profits.
reuse it for a wide variety of purposes. A cost of doing business has Dan Barber is vice president of finance
now become a source of revenue. and administration of Barnett Millworks
We are now exploring other green Inc. and AMD second vice president. His
cost-saving
avenues.
Small opinions are solely his own and do not
changes in business practices can necessarily reflect those of this magazine.
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XL Edge® > Loå3-366® > Neat®> Preserve®

At Cardinal, our IG units with
XL Edge are built to last – 20
years and counting, guaranteed.
In fact, we have the lowest failure rate in the industry. And we
sign each and every unit for
easy reference if a claim is ever
registered. We build our brand
strong to keep your brand even
stronger. Get the full brand
story at cardinalcorp.com.
®

Cardinal IG Company / Superior glass products for residential windows and doors

A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

I N S U L A T I N G
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What’sNews
REGULATIONS

Companies Educate Their Dealers
Regarding Lead Paint Regulations
hile a few months ago
not many in the door and
window industry knew
about the upcoming
regulations involving
lead
paint,
which
affects window replacement contractors, many
in the industry are taking the necessary steps
to educate those who
will be affected by these
major changes coming
on April 22, 2010.
Gorell Windows and
Doors hosted a webinar in early
February to educate dealers regarding these new lead paint laws.
Kachina Contractor Solutions, a
company that trains companies
regarding the new regulations
offered an overview of what will
change come April. According to
Kachina’s Paul Toub, it means huge
changes for window contractors.
“Our life as we know it will
change so much that I’ve had people compare this to the ‘Do Not Call
Law’,” says Toub.
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Toub started the webinar by
reminding attendees of what
changes are in store
including the fact that
firms must be certified,
renovators must be
trained and lead-safe
work practices must be
followed.
To become a certified renovator an
individual must successfully complete
an eight-hour initial
renovator training course offered
by an accredited training provider.
Toub suggests that companies
get several people in their companies trained.
“What happens when that person gets sick, or goes on vacation?”
he says.
Currently homeowners can “opt
out” of these lead safe work practices if they do not have a child
under six living in the home or a
pregnant woman. However, the
contractor must give everyone living
in a pre-1978 home a copy of the

RESEARCH NEWS

Valuable Industry Research Now Available
For the latest data regarding the door and window industry, DWM readers
can obtain a free download, including slides and audio, of the recently recorded Fall/Winter 2009 Window & Door Industry Update webinar provided by
Jordan, Knauff and Co.
The topics covered in the presentation included an overview of the door and
window industry, including an analysis of transactions and expansions and the
slowing rate of plant closings and bankruptcies. Also included was a discussion
of current industry trends, the state of the residential and commercial real estate
markets and a review of the capital markets and private equity investing as they
pertain to the door and window industry. In addition, the presentation covered
current trends regarding competition from Chinese companies, including the
most recent import statistics and some of the events taking place in China that
will affect the U.S. domestic market.
❙❙➤ www.jordanknauff.com
www.dwmmag.com
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EPA booklet regarding lead paint.
Toub tells people if they are unsure
of the age of a home, “When it doubt
hand it out.”
However, contractors should be
aware that it is possible that the
opt-out clause could be removed.
“The Sierra Club and other environmental groups are putting pressure on the EPA to eliminate the
opt-out,” says Toub. “They’re saying people aren’t smart enough to
make their own decisions.”
As far as the training required,
Toub tells contractors they need to
get started “today” as “this will
change the way you do business.”
He also tells dealers that the
added measures that must be taken
will cost money and he suggests
not lumping it in with the price of
window replacements.
“Put it as a separate item,” says
Toub. “Tell homeowners, ‘If you test
positive for lead, I’ll have to charge
x amount.” He says this will help
honest companies compete against
those who don’t follow these rules
and undercut honest dealers.
“I’ve heard companies charging
$25 per window. People are coming
up with their own different formulas. I can’t tell you what to charge.”
Toub also reminded participants
of the exorbitant costs that will be
charged to dealers who don’t comply with these news rules–$37,500
per violation, per day.
So what happens to the companies who take the time to get certified and take the extra measures, all
of which cost money?
“I’ve heard a lot of people say
they’re going to start ratting out
other contractors who don’t comply,” he says.
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COMPANY NEWS

Glasslam Files FTC
Complaint Against Edgetech
and Two Industry Groups
Glasslam chief executive officer
Steve Howes says he sent a letter to
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
dated February 11, 2010, alleging
“anti-competitive and illegal practices by several companies, trade
organizations and individuals,”
including Edgetech IG, the Insulating
Glass Certification Council (IGCC)
and
the
Insulating
Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA).
In the letter, Howes states that
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Glasslam (also known as Nebula
Glass International) was founded in
1983 to serve the needs of the glass
and window industries by supplying resin products for the production of laminated and decorative
door glass. It goes on to say that in
2007, Glasslam entered the warmedge foam spacer market. As
Glasslam began production on its
new spacer plant in 2007, the company says “Edgetech was already
taking steps to hinder Glasslam’s
entry in the market.”
The filing also claims that IGMA
and IGCC “ignore their own rules to
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aid Edgetech in the market.”
The letter continues, “The evidence is clear that Edgetech IG has
been fraudulently using leadership
positions in IGCC/IGMA/IGMAC
to both violate honest certification
of insulating glass units and deter
competition by blocking rulings of
equivalency of Glasslam’s products
in the market.”
Edgetech released a statement
shortly after saying it is prepared to
defend itself against Glasslam
International’s false accusations.
continued on page 22

No Plugs

Innovation is an active process at ODL.
We recognized the need for a product that provides market solutions.
A product that enables our customers to set themselves apart.
A product that combines fashion and function.

Ease of Assembly

This is that product.
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What’sNews
CONTINUED

Stiles to Represent Makor and Venjakob
Stiles Machinery Inc. has announced that it now represents Makor SRL and
Venjakob Maschinenbau GmbH for all non-wood related applications. Stiles says
it now offers parts, service and production engineering to their customers who
work with plastics, composites, glass or any other non-wood application.
Stiles will continue servicing their traditional woodworking clients for the
duration of the year per its agreement with Cefla. In December 2010, Stiles will
terminate its distribution agreement with Cefla Finishing America and sell the
Makor and Venjakob product exclusively.

There Are Only
Three Types of Software…
What You Asked For… What You Got…
And What You Needed!

The ultimate software for window & door fabricators.

Isn’t it time you got what you needed?
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1-800-WINSYS1

Or visit us on the Web at
www.windflite.com
Windflite Computer Systems, Inc.
4000 Constitution Drive
Bartonville, IL 61607
Serving the Fenestration Industry Exclusively Since 1989
www.dwmmag.com
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“Glasslam International recently sent Edgetech I.G. a copy of a
letter addressed to the Federal
Trade Commission in which it
alleges that Edgetech, the IGCC,
and IGMA collectively undertook
several actions aimed at inhibiting Glasslam’s spacer product
from entering the marketplace.
Glasslam’s assertions are meritless. Edgetech is proud of its reputation for integrity and quality
and will vigorously defend itself
against these false accusations
and will take any and all appropriate legal action,” read the
Edgetech statement.
IGMA
executive
director
Margaret Webb says IGMA will not
address specific allegations contained in Glasslam’s letter of complaint at the present time but will
address this matter further when it
is appropriate to do so. “We do not
agree with the complaint,” she says.
“IGMA operates under and is in
compliance with our Anti-Trust
Guidelines, Conflict of Interest
and Intellectual Property polices
as established and documented by
the organization,” she adds.
“IGMA uses an open process that
seeks extensive technical input
from all facets of the IG industry
(member and non-member companies alike) for the development
of certification program requirements and voluntary guidelines
and recommendations for IG unit
manufacturing.”
She adds, “We realize that not
everyone may agree with the
results of our work, but our programs are based on ongoing analysis of technologies, research
designed to improve current practices and broad technical input.”
Webb points out that IGMA’s
membership is comprised of certified insulating glass manufacturers,
their suppliers and associates plus
window manufacturers, representa-
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tives from the architectural community, energy efficiency lobbies, code
officials and other parties interested
in the design and long-term performance of insulating glass units.
“We work closely with other
associations, standards’ bodies
and governments to establish and
support the standards under
which IG units are certified,” she
adds. “IGMA is the world’s leading
organization on the engineering
and manufacturing of insulating
glass, and we are dedicated to
developing and advancing new
technologies in the manufacture
of insulating glass units.”
The IGCC’s John Kent says he
has also received a letter from
Glasslam
(Nebula
Glass
International Inc.) stating that
Glasslam has submitted a com-
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plaint letter to the FTC complaining about IGCC as well as IGMA,
IGMAC, Edgetech IG Inc., and several specific persons.
“We at IGCC, an I.R.C. Sec.
501(c)(3) not-for-profit product
testing and industry standardsrelated organization (not a trade
association), do not agree with
Glasslam’s complaint letter; we
welcome disclosure of all the relevant facts; and we will continue to
offer the same high level of service
to the IG industry in promotion of
the entire IG industry and in the
public interest as we have offered
for over 30 years,” says Kent.
“IGCC has always operated, and
will continue to do so, in accordance with IGCC’s open and balanced parliamentary due process
procedure, where 50 percent of

Introducing an Innovative
Frame System from ODL.

From ﬁnishing and assembly to overall design and performance,
TriSys provides solutions for today’s market needs.
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the voting power of the organization is vested with Industry
Representatives and 50 percent
with independent Public Interest
Representatives, and in accordance with IGCC’s well-documented corporate antitrust compliance policy. At the appropriate
time, we will discuss this matter
further.”
In a separate letter, also dated
February 11, 2010, Howes says, “We
are also filing a complaint with the
Anti-Trust Division of the United
States Justice Department, seeking
an investigation into multiple violations including, “monopolizing
trade a felony” and “theft or bribery
concerning programs receiving
federal funds.”
continued on page 24
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What’sNews
CONTINUED

Atlanta Hardwood Corp.
Acquires Craig Lumber Corp.

increase
proﬁts
Kentwood Moulders
The key to increased proﬁts is the
capability to cost effectively
produce quality goods.
Kentwood Moulders enable the
production of high quality moulding
with improved efﬁciency, greater
productivity and trouble-free
performance, all at an affordable
price. Stiles will help you discover
solutions to your moulding
concerns and answers for your
speciﬁc applications.
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Increase proﬁts with solutions
from Stiles. It’s all part of our
commitment to your success.
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For more information, visit
www.stilesmachinery.com
or contact Robert Slater at
rslater@stilesmachinery.com
or 616.698.7500.

www.dwmmag.com

Atlanta Hardwood Corp. has
acquired Craig Lumber Corp. in
Collierville, Tenn. The new entity
will be known as AHC Craig Imports.
Craig Lumber imports more than
30 species of exotic lumber, specializing in West African and South
American hardwoods. The company ships to distributors throughout
the United States and Canada.
Charles Craig will remain with
the company as vice president of
AHC Craig Imports.

Atrium Companies File
for Voluntary Chapter 11
Dallas-based Atrium Companies
Inc., which owns Atrium Windows
and Doors, filed for Chapter 11 in
January in the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Delaware.
Likewise, its Canadian subsidiary
initiated reorganization proceedings
under the Companies’ Creditors
Arrangement Act (CCAA) in the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice in
Toronto.
Though Atrium and its subsidiaries have filed for bankruptcy,
company officials announced that
the filing is part of an agreement
they reached with more than twothirds of their senior secured
lenders to reduce its outstanding
debt by more than $350 million, or
more than 50 percent of its existing
debt, through a “pre-negotiated”
restructuring of its balance sheet.
The following Atrium subsidiaries and divisions are included
in the Chapter 11 filing:
Atrium
Corp.;
ACIH
Inc.;
Aluminum Screen Manufacturers;
Atrium Door and Window Co. – West
Coast; Atrium Door and Window Co.
of Arizona; Atrium Door and Window
Co. of the Northeast; Atrium Door
and Window Co. of the Northwest;
Atrium Door and Window Co. of the
Rockies; Atrium Enterprises; Atrium
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Extrusion Systems Inc.; Atrium
Florida Inc.; Atrium Vinyl Inc.; Atrium
Windows and Doors of Ontario Inc.;
Champion Window Inc.; North Star
Manufacturing (London) Ltd.; R.G.
Darby Co. Inc.; Superior Engineered
Products Corp.; Thermal Industries
Inc.; and Total Trim Inc.
The company lists between 5,001
and 10,000 creditors; estimated
assets between $100,000,001 and $5
million; and estimated liabilities
between $500,000,001 and $1 billion in its official Chapter 11 filing.
A number of the company’s creditors holding the 50 largest unsecure claims are suppliers within the
glass and glazing industry. Some of
those listed include:
Cardinal
Glass
($814,810);
Mikron ($492,612); Amesbury
Group ($237,119); PPG ($235,347);
Royal Window and Door Profiles
($224,675);
Truth
Hardware
($139,441); and H.B. Fuller ($82,723).
According to the company statement, Atrium intends to move forward with the restructuring on an
expeditious basis and complete the
restructuring process in approximately three to four months.
“The balance sheet restructuring
will substantially reduce our outstanding debt and put Atrium in a
much stronger financial position to
grow our business over the long
term,” says Gregory T. Faherty, president and chief executive officer of
Atrium. “We have already done the
hard work of lowering our cost structure and reducing excess capacity in
light of the difficult environment
under which we have been operating
for more than three years. And, we
are already experiencing the positive
impact of these initiatives through
increased profitability.”
Atrium’s legal advisors are
Kirkland & Ellis in the United States
and Goodmans LLP in Canada.
Moelis & Company is serving as
financial advisor.
❙
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CRM

Full ERP
Caliburn –Fusion Caliburn- Configur8or
DQ Technologies (Order Delivery Tracking (ODT)
Edgenet (m2o Smart Client)
Edgenet (Unified Selling Platform)
Edgenet (iCat-Electronic Catalog Management)
QUANTIS and PRODEVIS (Elcia)
Fenetech (FeneVision)
Friedman Corp. (Frontier, Varsity, Winsys, PMC
Software)

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

GED (LeanNet®)
Glaston (CANTOR Software for Windows and Doors)
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Computer Associates (Ponderosa Building Materials
Software)
Preference North America (PrefSuite)
TGI (Enterprise 21 ERP)
TDCI (BuyDesign)
Windowmaker ERP
Windowmaker Express

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

WTS (CenterPoint)
WTS (MasterPoint)
WTS (DesignPoint)
WTS (DealerPoint)

26

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Windowseller
WoodWare System, WoodWare WebConnect,
WoodWare WMS (Warehouse Mgmt System),
Document Imaging
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Dealer/sales channel
quoting/dealer ordering

ana Goodrich, president of Seaway
Manufacturing, says her company
searched for several years before it
ultimately chose one industry supplier for
its software needs (see plant tour on page
38). We know many in the industry spend
a great deal of time and effort researching software suppliers as this is an integral
part of their manufacturing operations
and often times a significant expense.
That’s why DWM/SHELTER is once again
publishing its Software Buying Guide.
If you’re looking for a software supplier, this is the issue for you. Keep this
as a reference throughout the year in
case you find yourself in the market for
industry-specific software.
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✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
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✔
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✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

Project management

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Integrated CAM
(manufacturing
execution)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Integrated CIM
(manufacturing
execution)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

Integrated CAD

✔

Purchasing/inventory
control

Document/file
management

✔

Web-based quoting/
selling

✔

Logistical planning
software

Data mining—tools
and offerings (business
intelligence)

Manufacturing
execution

Software
Guide

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
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2010 Software Buying Guide
continued from page 27

Caliburn Inc.
118 Brandywine Ave., Unit A
Downingtown, PA 19335
www.caliburn-inc.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: 2009 was a flat year–many
companies put all purchasing on
hold. 2010 promises to be better.
Companies that survived and profited over the past year once again
are prepared to invest in new technology to improve efficiencies in
sales and production.

DQ Technologies Inc
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715 Discovery Blvd., Suite 512
Cedar Park, TX 78717
www.dqtech.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products. Mid-sized manufacturers and dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: Our Order Delivery Tracking
(ODT) software sales have stayed
steady and even risen a bit during
the economic down turn. One of
the largest reasons for this is many
businesses have decided to take
advantage of the downtime to
implement our software because it
helps position them ahead of their
competition.

Edgenet Inc.
8 Cadillac Dr., Suite 300
Brentwood, TN 37067
www.edgenet.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Mid-sized manufacturers, large-sized manufacturers and dealers of any size
How software business fared in
www.dwmmag.com

2009: Many of our customers
increased their usage of our software and increased spending for
our solutions instead of scaling
back in 2009. They saw 2009 as an
opportunity to leverage the cost
savings and increased efficiencies
that our solutions provide to
them.

ELCIA
256, Avenue Marcel Mérieux
69530 BRIGNAIS FRANCE
www.elcia.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How has software business fared in
2009: The financial crisis, which
has spread across all global markets, did not produce a big impact
on our company. ELCIA has had an
important economic growth (35
percent), despite the global recession. Some of our customers felt
the effects of the economic downturn, but they were still interested
in improving their performance by
enhancing their business management, using modern tools and
training their staffs.

FeneTech Inc.
1455 Danner Dr.
Aurora, OH 44202
www.fenetech.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: FeneTech has doubled its
business in 2009 by entering new
market segments and geographical locations within the fenestration industry. We have found that
our clients and prospects are
continuing to invest to become
even more efficient within their
operations.

>I

Friedman Corp.
One Parkway North Suite 400S
Deerfield, IL 60015
www.friedmancorp.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers of
any size
How software business fared in
2009: There is really a combination
of factors at play. Some companies
have cut back and are not investing in new technology, while other
companies have taken advantage
of the slower times to deploy more
of our advanced technology.
Editor’s Note: In 2009, Friedman
Corp. acquired two software companies, PMC Software in Flemington,
N.J., and Windflite, provider of the
WinSys system, based in Peoria, Ill.

GED Integrated Solutions Inc.
9280 Dutton Dr.
Twinsburg, OH 44087
www.gedusa.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers of
any size
How software business fared in
2009: We are experiencing an
increase in software
purchases/needs in 2010.

Glaston North America Inc.
4523 Green Point Drive, Suite 109
Greensboro, NC 27410
www.glaston.net
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: We are glad that despite the
down marketplace, we have been
able to launch some promising
projects with a couple of our most
forward-thinking customers.
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Majure Data Inc.
12540 Broadwell Rd., Suite 1202
Milton, GA 30004
www.majure.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Mid-sized manufacturers, large-sized manufacturers,
mid-sized dealers/distributors and
large-sized dealers/distributors
How software business fared in
2009: We have seen an increase in
interest and customers moving forward with our warehouse management system since around May of
2009. In fact, we have signed up six
new customers since the middle of
2009.

Ponderosa Building Materials
Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: Millwork manufacturers and
dealers are looking for productivity
improvements as their revenues
sag and they cut costs to remain
profitable. They want to use their
staffs to the best of their abilities
and create enhancements.
Ponderosa software can help these
businesses create efficiencies in
their operations that will last long
after the market completes its
turnaround.

Preference North America
36 York Mills Rd., Suite 504
P.O. Box 600
Toronto, ON M2P 2E9
www.prefsuite.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
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Size of companies that best suit
your products. Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: 2009 saw an increased level
of interest in software as customers and potential customers
increased their interest in productivity solutions.

Technology Group
International
6800 West Central Ave., Building I
Toledo, OH 43617
www.tgiltd.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: Despite a troubled 2009
economy, we have seen tremendous business growth in the last
18 months. Manufacturing in the
United States is still strong, and
we are seeing a number of companies in the door and window
ndustry turning to technology as
a means to streamline operations
and reduce operating costs.

TDCI Inc.
8760 Orion Place
Columbus, OH 43240
www.tdci.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Mid- and largesized manufacturers
How software business fared in
2009: Companies were still looking
at software but purchases definitely were put on hold for awhile—
even if the money already was
budgeted.

Windowmaker Software Ltd.
115 Wolseley St., Unit A
Toronto, ON M6J 1K1
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www.windowmaker.com
Business segments served: Door
and window industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: Sales in Canada have
remained strong. New company
start-ups and company mergers
have helped boost the increase in
business. Windowmaker has seen a
30 percent increase in sales over
the previous year.

WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Rd.
Cordova, TN 38018
www.woodwaresystems.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Small-sized manufacturers and dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: We found that in the beginning of 2009 most companies
were very cautious and taking a
wait-and-see position (much like
2008). We saw a dramatic shift
starting in the fourth quarter of
2009. Companies that had put
technology on the back burner
were starting to look at upgrading
to get prepared for the turnaround. That trend has continued
into the first quarter of 2010.

WTS Paradigm
1600 Aspen Commons, Suite 500
Middleton, WI 53562
www.wtsparadigm.com
Business segments served: Both
door and window and mouldings
and millwork industry
Size of companies that best suit
your products: Manufacturers and
dealers of any size
How software business fared in
2009: We had a successful 2009
and look forward to continued
growth in 2010.
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Timbers

Collection
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Everything
you need, just
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Natural Solution

for rot-free door systems
First used by West Coast Indians for their historic Totem Poles and Great War canoes,
Alaskan Yellow Cypress is the wood of choice in many rot-proof and weather resistant
applications such as the Racing Boat Hulls and Decks, Decking and Siding,
Stadium Seating, Outdoor Furniture and much more!

Dura Frame is: Alaskan Yellow Cypress, one of the planet’s most durable rot
resistant woods, finger-jointed to the bottom of premium Russian Red Pine
frame component. DURA-FRAME is end-sealed with DURA-SEAL™, and
primer coated with DURA-PRIME™, G-M Wood Products’ exclusive
high-durability coatings, yielding exceptional value and rot-free
performance. It’s environmentally
responsible, renewable, and naturally Complete Product
Offering
rot-resistant...no chemicals added!

Brickmould

Guaranteed for life
against rot, decay,
& insect damage
• Superior paint &
stain adhesion
• Superior
construction
for long-lasting
durability

Door Jambs

Mull Casing
Mull Posts
™
Allim
covered
L
ited by DURA-FRAME ’s limited lifetime warranty

Lifetim
Warran e
ty

• Superior
economy – It’s
a great value

Ask for:

The all-natural, rot-free
door system!

www.gmcompanies.com

Guaranteed for Life!

One-Stop Shopping!
• Primed Finger-joint Pine
• Dura Frame
• Red Oak
• Mahogany
• Fir
• Vinyl wrapped Pine
• Composite Frames

Reduce Your Inventory
• J.I.T. Inventories
• Short Lead Times
• Stocking Programs
• LTL Shipments

Increase Your Efficiency
• Hinge and Strike Prep
• Weather Strip Installation
• Pre-drilled Pilot Holes for
Hinges and Sills
• Custom Products
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The Verdict on IBS:
by Tara Taffera
eople come to us everyday. It’s amazing how
busy we are given the economy,” said Neven
Domenici of Titon Products, who exhibited
his ventilation systems at the recent International
Builders’ Show (IBS).
Larry Kerscher from FrontLine Building Products
concurred, “Business has been great and with our new
product we are expecting big things.”
Yes, IBS, held January 19-22 in Las Vegas was all
about the products. While the event was markedly
smaller than recent years, those in attendance (both
exhibitors and attendees) seemed to express optimism
going forward in 2010.
Approximately 55,000 builders, remodelers and
other members of the home building industry attended the event, according to its organizer–the National
Association of Home Builders.
Like Kerscher and Domenici, Sarah Hamlin from Young
Manufacturing reported a lot of leads from the show and
that a good number of dealers stopped at the booth.
So perhaps this is a sign that companies are looking
to differentiate and are looking forward to a better 2010.
The products at IBS definitely gave them plenty of
opportunity to do just that. Below is just a sampling of
some of the products featured at IBS. To find out where
to find more products from IBS, see box on page 36.

“P

Window Shopping
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When it comes to doors and windows, it’s no surprise
that many companies showcased lines that qualify for
the window tax credits. PGT Industries unveiled its new
PremierVue™ which it describes as a highly-rated vinyl
impact product line that provides hurricane protection,
energy efficiency and also qualifies for federal tax credits.
“PremierVue is our answer to the market demand
for high-end impact-resistant products,” says Debbie
LaPinska, vice president of sales and marketing.
The line is a result of the company’s recent acquisition of the operating assets of Hurricane Window and
Door Factory of Fort Myers, Fla.
Other companies showcased energy-efficient products as well and company representatives commented
on the increased attention the government is giving
window products.
“The government has raised the level of awareness for
efficiency,” said Dominic Truniger, president of Hurd
Windows and Doors. “It’s only after someone moves in
that they realize they need to upgrade their windows.”
He added, “A lot of our products meet .30/.30 and we
are looking at new technologies.”

Milgard
Windows & Doors attracted
a great deal of attention at its booth
with its demonstrations of its new SmartCase™
installation system. The SmartCase system eliminates
concerns about window damage during installation by
featuring an efficient and low-risk installation process
that changes when and how windows are installed.
Rather than placing window units in new homes early
in the construction process, a structural frame sill pan
and cover are installed that allow installation of finish
stucco, siding and trim before windows arrive.
“The SmartCase Installation System absorbs any
construction-related bumps and bruises, protecting
windows from possible damage,” said Scott Morgan,
vice president of sales and marketing for Milgard.
“Final windows then can be easily placed in the frame
just after interior paint is applied and decorative exterior trim is installed.”

Doors on Display
Anyone walking the aisles of IBS would have found a
bevy of entrance systems they would love to have in their
home. And wood doors did not garner all the attention.
One product garnering interest was the new Premium
Door Collection from Taylor Building Products.
“Steel doors are what we do,” said Taylor’s Kevin
Bulow. “It is designed to go in and replace wood. It
gives steel as an option … The traffic at the booth has
been incredible.”
Neuma Doors recently added fire-rated doors to its
product offerings, and also added a new chrome color
to its hardware.
“We’re a large plastics manufacturer. There is not
really another company that can copy what we do,”
said Levi Pirir, sales coordinator.
For door protection, DoorSaver featured its DoorSaver
II. Its ultra-low-profile design replaces the hinge pin to
create bumperless protection for doors and trim, according to the company. The updated product catches both
the front and back side of the hinge and can fit all doors
and installs in seconds, the company adds.

Comparing Components
Those at IBS looking for a retractable
screen may have been interested
in a new product from
Phantom

continued on page 34
32
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Smaller But Still a Success

Demos were found in
many places on the show
floor including Milgard and
OSI (above) and Velux (below).
Meanwhile, companies such as
Andersen (middle) and ODL
(below, right) unveiled new
products.
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The Verdict on IBS
Continued from Page 33

Phantom Screens featured its motorized executive screens for
oversized applications.

Weatherization Program
Spells Success in Minnesota
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When President Obama allocated money in the stimulus plan to weatherize homes and stimulate jobs, one state
developed a unique program that had a huge impact there.
Now Minnesota is serving as an example that perhaps
other states can follow. Those who participated in this program, including Andersen Windows and Doors, participated in a press conference held during IBS.
Pam Perri Weaver, executive officer for the Builders
Association of Minnesota, explained that when some
Minnesota agencies could not distribute the funding
quickly enough, the state turned to the home builders
association and soon “Project ReEnergize” was born.
Improvements were made to homes and consumers
were eligible for rebates when they hired certified contractors to replace windows, but they received more funds
if their home’s insulation was upgraded as well. This was
in addition to the $1,500 federal tax credit.
“We used the window as the carrot to get them to air
seal,” said Weaver.
About 90 percent of the windows in today’s homes are
older, single-pane glass styles—much less efficient than
modern double-pane, triple-pane and argon-filled products, said Maureen McDonough of Andersen Windows,
who also served on the panel.
A representative of the National Association of
Homebuilders notes that this is a unique template and
hopes the program will expand to other states.
The program was limited to homes of 3,000 square
feet or less and could not be used for homes built after
2000. There were no income limits for homeowners.
www.dwmmag.com
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Screens®: the Small Motorized Executive Retractable
Screen. This new smaller motorized screen solution
builds upon the company’s Executive Screen with the
added convenience, versatility and aesthetics of a
smaller footprint, according to the company. With a
housing size of only four inches, the screen will fit a
wider array of openings and architectural designs than
the larger Executive.
The reduced footprint of this newest product will
make it easier to blend the screens into the décor of
exterior or interior spaces, such as picture windows
where the screens are used as solar shades, says the
company. The screen also can accommodate smaller
cavities in the case of recessed applications, which
allows clients to hide the components out of sight in
ceiling cavities and column channels. It also offers the
benefits of solar shading and insect protection.
Versatex Trimboard displayed a variety of its product
offerings, which include trim, facia, soffits and decorative exterior mouldings. According to the company,
Versatex is created from cellular PVC and is moistureand insect-resistant, but still features the look of cedar
that many customers desire.
“We’re always trying to bring new products to market,” says Rick Kapres, vice president of sales. “This is
what we do.”
Titon was at the show to promote its products that
“provide a natural approach to ventilation.” For example, its trickle ventilators improve indoor air quality
and reduce the risk of condensation on window glass
and frames, according to the company. The ventilator
allows a small controlled amount of fresh air to enter a
building and allows stagnant, polluted air to exit.
Johnson Hardware introduced a heavy-duty wallmounted pocket door hardware system. “It mounts
right to the wall,” said Michael Myers, marketing director. “There is no special preparation that needs to be
done and it can be used for 300-pound doors.”

Preventing Water Damage
Several companies showed products that could help
prevent water damage.
MFM Building Products introduced the flexible
future flash pan system.
“ASTM 2112 is recommending use of a pan system
and we developed one,” said MFM’s Ben Thompson. “It
allows the window to weep … And a lot of people are
interested in the product.”
He added that the company is working with window
companies to make sure products are installed correctly.
continued on page 36
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THE ORIGINATOR

ALUMINUM FABRICATION • PVC FABRICATION
MANUFACTURING SOFTWARE • CUSTOM FABRICATION

Our many years of experience have
made Joseph Machine Company a strong and
reliable partner for the development and industrial
optimization of customer-specific processes.
With over 50 different styles of automated saws and fabrication equipment, we
are confident that we have the right manufacturing solution for your next project.
From a single equipment application to facilitating a full production line, Joseph Machine
Company has the engineering, manufacturing, and service resources to meet your production
requirements.
Visit us online at www.josephmachineco.com or at
www.youtube.com/user/Josephmachine

Call today 717-432-3442
Please use the code AD325 when
calling our sales department.
595 Range End Road, Dillsburg, PA 17019 • Fax 717-502-1712
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Products that “let the outside in” have been a mainstay at IBS shows of recent years. 2010 was no exception showing that these products definitely have
appeal to the higher-end consumer.
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If so, visit www.dwmmag.com and click on the studio
link to watch DWM/Shelter’s three days of video coverage from the show and highlights of products and news
from the following companies: Milgard, Marvin, Pella, Trex, Centor, Gossen,
Young Manufacturing, Azek, Andersen Windows and Ply Gem Windows.
While there you also can click on the February newscast which includes
show coverage as well as highlights of the following companies: G-U,
Hoppe, ODL, CMI, Velux and OSI.
And, finally, visit www.dwmmag.com and search the site for IBS review
to find even more written coverage from the show.

Letting the Outside In

&
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Want More IBS Products?

“We have all these beautiful products and we need to make sure the
windows don’t leak,” said Thompson.
Jamsill showcased Jamsill Guard,
its adjustable sill plan flashing for
exterior doors. The product is injection molded and extruded from highimpact ABS plastics that do not facilitate thermal
transfer and will not deteriorate or corrode over time,
according to the company. The company adds that its
multiple-piece, telescoping design allows the installer
on-site adjustability to fit all rough openings and is
bonded together in the field with PVC cement.
Imperial Products by Homeshield featured its IMPERICLAD water impervious door system. The product, a
patent-pending integrated door jamb and threshold system is designed to keep the weather out and protect
against moisture damage, according to the company.
OSI even held demonstrations at its booth depicting
correct installation methods using the sill pan method
in order to prevent water intrusion. This is achieved
through the company’s WINTeQ™ window installation
system. The company offers installation instructions
for this method in both new construction and replacement applications.
And some of the window manufacturers in attendance placed an emphasis on preventing water damage as well. Milgard says its new SmartCase System will
prevent against water intrusion. According to Hurd, its
new CoreGuard system is designed to resist rotting, so
even if the product isn’t flashed correctly water damage
won’t be a problem.
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NanaWall Systems launched the NanaWall® VSW65
single track sliding system with center swing doors. The
product combines the look and function of French doors
with the ability to slide the doors to the side so they disappear out of sight, according to the company. The center swing door is a new feature on the company’s VSW65
single track sliding system introduced in 2009 and offers
architects, designers, contractors and homeowners the
flexibility to have both a French door style and a large
opening glass wall for a seamless transition from inside to
outside. With its single track, the custom system is easy to
operate and can be designed to slide into a pocket.
Lincoln also introduced a fold-a-way patio door that
it says melds indoor and outdoor spaces with ease.
Numerous outswing configurations are available anywhere from two-to eight panels in each direction and
can include an access panel. The hinge system allows
all door panels to be made the same size regardless of
the door configuration.

Associations and Services
While products reign supreme at events such as IBS,
attendees also use the event to look into industry associations and plenty were on hand to answer questions
including the Association of Millwork Distributors
(AMD). The association took the time to inform dealers
and distributors of its certification program (visit
www.simplycertified.org for more information).
The next International Builders’ Show is scheduled
for January 12-15, 2011, at the Orange County
Convention Center in Orlando, Fla.
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Advance
A

Customizable

Ready to advance your window,
door and glass processing
business to the next level? Step
by step, batch after batch, month
after month, FeneVision is the
powerful, flexible, configurable
and 100+ company proven
ERP system to get you there.
Discover the FeneVision
difference yourself. Contact
the FeneVision Business
Development team for insight
on taking your business to a
higher level at 330.995.2830 or
info@fenetech.com. For details
and client success stories, visit
www.fenevision.com.

One SQL database

Glass optimization
and utilities

Advanced lineal
optimization

24/7 and on-site support

Web based quoting
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Seeing It
Through
From Educating Dealers to a
Commitment to Quality, Seaway
Navigates Through a Stormy 2009
by Tara Taffera
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or a company to say they
provide a quality product
is a bit cliché. Of course,
everyone says they provide a quality product, though the
degree to which they do so is open
to interpretation. But at Seaway
Manufacturing in Erie, Pa., they
seem to place quality and inspections as a top priority.
Seaway performs numerous
quality inspections throughout the
manufacturing process, from the
moment a raw material arrives to
the final product. First, the raw
material is scrutinized, including
running an extrusion through the
line to ensure that it matches up
with the current profiles and guarantees that there are no offsets in
sash, frame, etc.
“One thing we are really keen on
here is a commitment to quality,”
says Jana Goodrich, Seaway’s president. “Any time a shipment comes
www.dwmmag.com

in it is checked immediately—that’s
the first quality check. At any point
along the production line, in addition to quality checks, a window
can be pulled and rejected for
remake by any employee.”
Quality comes through in other
areas as well, including the
painstaking attention Seaway
pays to its dealers.

Partnering with
the Right Dealers
Seaway has been in business
since 1959, making vinyl replacement windows, storm windows,
sunrooms and entry doors. The
company says its sales, over the
last few years, average $15 to $20
million. Seaway distributes its
products to Pennsylvania, Ohio,
New York, Indiana, Tennessee,
Vermont, Kentucky, Nebraska,
Wisconsin, West Virginia, Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey,

>I

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, North Carolina, Michigan
and Iowa. The company delivers
products on its own trucks, and
also ships using a dedicated common carrier.
Seaway, which serves the remodeling market primarily, sells through
specialty home improvement dealers, and Goodrich says many of
these dealers also offer other products such as roofing and siding.
Not many door and window
manufacturers also offer sunrooms, and Goodrich says this does
offer an additional boost to the
business, as it allows the company
to serve as a “one-stop” provider.
“Many of our dealers are buying at
least windows, storm products and
replacement doors from us,” says
Goodrich. “A lot also sell Seaway
sunrooms. Several of our customers
offer all Seaway products.”
And many are dedicated to
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D W M
PLANT
TOUR
Seaway has three
buildings, including a
retail facility, at its
location in Erie, Pa.

Seaway not just because of the
products it provides but other services as well. For one, the company
has formed a partnership with
AWDI, a third-party window installation certification program.
“Seaway has underwritten the
cost of this program for its dealers,
and we are able to offer it to them
for a discounted price,” says
Goodrich. “AWDI certified installers
add value in the sales process,
inspire homeowner confidence and
provide differentiation from the
competition in a very positive way.
She adds that for dealers who
choose to invest in the program,
AWDI certification gives them an
added point of differentiation.
The program must be working.
“We typically don’t have many
service problems with our products,” says Goodrich.
She also attributes this to the
attention to quality given in the

manufacturing process.
“We work hard to make sure
quality is maintained at the highest
level,” she says. “I know that sounds
trite, but it’s something we take a
lot of pride in.”
Seaway also takes pride in
choosing its dealers very carefully.
“Not everyone can be a Seaway
dealer,” says Goodrich. “We try to
choose those who are ethical and
conscientious, who do good work the
first time and back it up. A lot of our
customers have won Better Business
Bureau or Angie’s List Awards. That’s
the type of customer we are looking
for: the one who wants to purchase a
premium replacement window and
provide excellent installations/service to customers.”
She adds, “Because most of our
customers are chosen carefully and
we have strong relationships, they
stand behind their work like we
stand behind our products.”

Seaway also provides an extensive
variety of marketing tools, advice,
support and services and is committed to helping its dealers successfully promote their businesses.
Goodrich says the company
works hard to make sure its dealers are aware of upcoming industry changes and impending legislation. For example, Seaway currently offers its dealers lead paint
safety certification training (for
more on this issue go to
www.dwmmag.com and search for
lead paint). The company is
organizing the seminars and offering them to dealers. Seaway also
offers other training such as sunroom installation and production
strategies. Many of these sessions
piggyback with one another so the
dealer can receive a variety of education at one time.
“We try to make sure that all of
our customers are aware of what’s
going on in the industry and what
they need to be prepared for. This is
really an investment we make in
our customers,” says Goodrich.
Goodrich has a background in
marketing so she knows of its
importance in making her customers successful. She worked in
sales for companies such as Xerox
and IBM before joining Seaway. She
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Seeing It
Through
Continued from page 39

Manufacturing employee Ray Fisher wraps and prepares a window for shipment.
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also served as a college professor in
marketing and management.
So the company believes in helping its dealers plan their marketing
strategies.
“Many people who become specialty improvement dealers start out
as good craftsman, but fewer say,
‘I’m a really good businessperson, so
I think I’ll start a home improvement
business.’ So, Seaway tries to help its
customers navigate areas that are
unfamiliar to them and assist them
in any way they can,” she says.
Goodrich adds that the support
it provides its dealers is often cited
by their customers as what sets
them apart from the competition.
“People have told us they are just
shocked by how well they are treated,” she says. “We really provide an
extensive offering of marketing
support.”

Manufacturing Operations
But, of course, good marketing
and customer support means nothing without quality products. Plant
manager Paul Gleichsner says that
attention to detail in the plant, even
it if means multiple checks and
rechecks, is key.
The company has three buildings (a total of 130,000 square feet)
www.dwmmag.com

in Erie to manufacture its products
and owns more property on which
it can build (and plans to do so in
the near future).
The company’s main plant is set
up with three window lines and a
sunroom line, along with a retail
facility, Seaway Window. Storm
window and door production
occurs in a separate building, and
entry door production and their
paint shop is housed in the third
facility. The sunrooms use components from all of the product lines.
“So when we ramp up production, we’re not ramping up one line,
we’re ramping up for all products,”
says Gleichsner.
He serves as plant manager for
all three buildings, supported by
supervisory and managerial people
on all the lines.
It’s no surprise that the number
of employees and shifts run on a
given day varies, due to the cyclical nature of the business. The
plant typically operates five days a
week and runs one or two shifts
depending on demand. During
the busiest times of year, there is a
third shift and Saturday production as well.
The plant, which is set up in a Ushape, begins with bay and bow

>I

specialty window production. Next
is the foam-filling area, as Seaway
utilizes this method in its manufacturing processes. Following this is
the extrusion storage area; the
company obtains its extrusions
from Chelsea Building Products,
out of Pennsylvania, and Vision
Extrusions, based in Canada, as different profiles are used for different
product lines.
The company’s Encore line is its
highest volume production, and
this line utilizes both ProLine and
Sturtz equipment as the vinyl lineals are turned into frames and
sashes that move down parallel
production lines.
Once these processes are complete, the components, such as
insertion of tilt locks, pivot bars,
etc., are added, and the window is
then wet glazed. The glass, supplied primarily by PPG, is added to
the window, which is then sent to
an accumulation rack to join with
the frames. A finisher performs a
final quality check and wraps for
shipping.
“During various points on the
line, the operator checks to see if
the product is compliant with all
continued on page 42
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Seeing It
Through
Continued from page 39

optimize
materials
System TM

You can choose to optimize your
material use or throw out money
with the waste.
System TM’s optimizing systems
utilize lumber in the best possible
way. With better utilization of
machines, you will have a faster
return on investment and a lower
manufacturing price for each
produced piece.
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s 2EDUCE LABOR COSTS
s !CHIEVE HIGHER CAPACITY
s ,OWER MANUFACTURING COSTS
s 5TILIZE LUMBER RESOURCES
Optimize materials with solutions
from Stiles. It’s all part of our
commitment to your success.
For more information, visit
www.stilesmachinery.com
or contact Robert Slater at
rslater@stilesmachinery.com
or 616.698.7500.

www.dwmmag.com

quality
specifications,”
says
Gleichsner. “All in all we measure
more than 20 different parameters
and record the information in a log
to track the production process.”
Next to the Encore line are
Seaway’s Ovation and Accolade
lines. Gleichsner says that production for these windows is similar to the Encore, and again the
same rigorous quality checks are
performed.
Gleichsner adds that the company also focuses on lean principles
and one of its current focuses is
eliminating scrap.
“We also worked with material
handling to put up conveyors, so
we don’t have to move materials to
a buggy, etc. We want to get as
quickly as possible from one station to another,” he says.
Even with the downturn in the
construction industry, Seaway continues to invest in manufacturing
equipment and technological
advancements. For example, the
company is in the process of implementing the Fenevision software
system from Fenetech. Goodrich
explains that the company took a
great deal of time evaluating the
different software suppliers before
choosing Fenetech.
“We’ve been talking about it for
several years and evaluating a variety of options,” she says. “We had
different task groups evaluating
possible solutions during that time.
Consistently, we kept coming back
to Fenevision.”
She says Seaway wanted to find a
company that would fit in well with
the door, window, sunroom and
storm products it produces.
“We have confidence in their
ability to help us implement the
software in different product categories,” says Goodrich. “They work
with companies that produce
more than one product line, and
their established customers are
very happy.”

>I

Energy-Efficient Products
Helped Give Company a Boost
Seaway prides itself on offering
high-performance,
energy-efficient products, and Goodrich says
this helped when .30/.30 hit more
than a year ago.
“When the recovery act hit, we
already had .30/.30 windows and
immediately were able to provide
customers with those qualifying
windows,” she says.
The tax credit also provided
Seaway with another opportunity to
work closely with its dealers. The
company presented several regional
sessions to provide dealers with additional tools to capture the opportunities associated with the tax credits.
“We gave our dealers tools to
help generate additional leads,”
says Goodrich. “We worked quite a
bit on education and tactics to help
our dealers do well in 2009.”
Prior to the tax credits, the company had been planning for the
more rigorous ENERGY STAR® standards that were expected, which is
why the company had more than
one product line already qualified
for .30/.30, according to Goodrich.
2009 was a trying year for many
strong and long-standing companies
in the home improvement industry.
“When we were anticipating
what 2009 might bring we tried to
anticipate a worst-case scenario,”
says Goodrich. “We prepared for
the worst and thankfully, that did
not come to pass. We were fortunate to remain healthy and strong
through 2009.”
She adds that there were a lot of
contributing elements to make
sure the worst case didn’t end up
happening.
“We didn’t raise prices,” says
Goodrich. “That [didn’t] happen by
accident, because our costs continue to go up. We worked hard to control costs, while adding features
and value in order to give the very
best value to our customers.”
❙
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Windows. Doors. Floors.
Three very vulnerable parts of a home.
You want the highest performing
components you can ﬁnd.

You just found them.
With today’s turbulent market conditions and economic uncertainties, you need a
strong, diversiﬁed supplier that can provide you with integrated solutions, unsurpassed
quality, unmatched lead times, differentiation and a competitive advantage. Homeshield
offerings range from vinyl window stiffener, screen frame, ﬁnished screens, muntin,
tape applied and removable grilles, architectural moldings, hard wood ﬂooring, door
system components, to custom solutions. Contact us today and see why we are the
industry leaders supplier of choice.

Door Components

Vinyl Window Components

Grilles

Our Imperial brand of door
components are the highest
performing and most reliable
in the industry

Homeshield offers a wide array of
solutions for vinyl window manufacturers from stiffener, to screen, frame,
to muntin, to tape applied grilles.

Tape applied grilles are quickly becoming the option of choice to home
owners. Homeshield offers removable
and tape applied grilles in a multitude
of wood species and composites.

Finished Screens

Architectural Moldings

Hardwood Flooring

With an expansive geographic reach,
Homeshield provides discerning
manufacturers ﬁnished window and
patio screens. With a variety of spline,
frame, and cloth options, we can
meet any need.

Our Colonial Craft brand of architectural moldings provides an
unmatched offering of custom
hardwood, and ﬁnger joint and
primed moldings.

PlankFloor® and preﬁnished hardwood
ﬂooring by Colonial Craft provides distributors and builders with a premier engineered
hardwood ﬂooring option.

451 Industrial Parkway, Richmond, Indiana 47374

t: 765.966.0322 f: 765.966.2403

www.home-shield.com
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info@home-shield.com
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March Machinery Madness
The Industry’s Guide to the Latest Machinery
f you’re looking to invest in a new
machine, but aren’t sure what’s
available in today’s market,
you’ve come to the right place. In the
following pages, DWM/SHELTER magazine has compiled the latest available to the door, window, mouldings
and millwork industries.

I

Automate Your
Spacer Applications
The Erdman® Automated
Spacer
Applicator
is
designed to quickly and precisely apply insulating glass
spacers. The system utilizes a protective adhesive
film, which
automatically is rolled
onto
the
machine for
easy removal
and disposal.

The glass can then feed directly to the
Erdman® IG Secondary Sealer or any
other work station.
The applicator features automatic sizing and application, a heavyduty welded steel frame and highend components, downloadable
parameters for multiple spacer
sizes, vacuum cups for secure
clamping, and a 30-second cycle
time for 24- by 36-inch units.
❙❙➤ www.erdmanautomation.com

Go Green with UniCharge
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The new UniCharge from Glaston provides an energy-efficient, high-capacity solution for architectural glass tempering. According to the company, the system can temper all glass types. The machine uses a new convection technology
called Galaxy, which the company says gives a new control and accuracy for
heating with profilable convection, and thus enables uniform heating even with
the most difficult glass sizes.
Within the UniCharge system, glass is heated very rapidly; its heating systems
incorporate individual turbo-charger units on the top and bottom part of the
furnace, thus granting high output levels in a minimum floorspace. The system
also features a robust and easy-to-maintain design and a user-friendly control
panel and does not require frequent maintenance intervention.
❙❙➤ www.glaston.net

www.dwmmag.com
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A Four-Bar Lifter from Wood’s
The new Quadra-Tilt
MTA4LP6FAC
and
MTA6LP6FAC vacuum
lifters make manual
tilting easy, according
to the company,
and let a balanced
load hang in either
the upright or the
flat position, without using latches.
Specially designed
for doors and windows, these Quadra-Tilts feature
multi-position arms that accommodate a variety of load sizes and
shapes. Obstructions on the load
surface are easily avoided because
vacuum pads can attach to any
location on the load. These belowthe-hook vacuum lifters can handle
loads up to 300 pounds and are
equipped with a standard pivoting
arm pad frame that offers nearly
infinite adjustment between 13 and
39 inches side to side and 9 and 30
inches from top to bottom.
❙❙➤ www.powrgrip.com

Stiles Offers Solution for
Unique Specifications
Stiles Machinery Inc. has a new
solution for processing irregular
door and window components,
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JMC Introduces
Standard Line of Machines

Stegherr’s universal KSF-R cross
joint milling machine. The machine
can be employed for the production
of all types of joints, including
straight 90-degree joints, diagonal
joints from 35 to 90 degrees or jointing straight bars into round and segmented arched frames. In addition,
the arc feed attachment allows the
manufacturing of profiled, rebated,
or curved strips or wooden work
pieces on a standard spindle moulding machine with a vertical spindle.
The machine is mounted to the
table with a standard support and
features flexible feeder rolls. The
centrally driven rolls are floating so
are able to adapt to the shape of the
component and feed the work
piece past the tool without distorting the work piece profile.
❙❙➤ www.stilesmachinery.com

Joseph Machine Company (JMC) is launching a new
line of machines. The company has formed a partnership with an Italian manufacturer to develop the universal European-style CNC machining centers
in 3-, 4- and 5-axes models, designed to
complement JMC’s own custom-built
high-production machinery. The new
standard line of machines offers customers a product that is technically
advanced with the price advantages of a
standardized component compared to custom design, according to the company.
“While JMC will continue to build the highly
customized fabrication equipment we are
known for, we wanted to offer the same highquality, innovative solutions in a universal component for customers who don’t necessarily need a custom
design,” says Joseph Pigliacampo, founder and president. “However, these new
standard machines will offer a wide menu of optimizations so manufacturers
will still be able to tailor the machine to their production needs.”
The standard machines can work with aluminum, light alloys and PVC.
❙❙➤ www.josephmachineco.com
simultaneously show the estimated
SHGC value of the window, along
with the ultraviolet, visible light, and
near infrared transmission values.
❙❙➤ www.edtm.com

Norfield Celebrates Big 5-0
with Two New Machines
Norfield Industries recently celebrated its 50 th anniversary by
unveiling two new additions to its

ease of use, dust collection ready
for operator safety and is capable
of producing full lip strike mortises that can be adjusted from 21⁄4 to
3 inches wide.
The company also recently
teamed up with G-U Hardware to
develop a system that will provide
for easy and accurate installation of
multi-point hardware. The fixture
consists of three independent units

Profile Your Windows
EDTM Inc. is expanding its line
of energy transmission meters
with its new Window Energy
Profiler for testing windows inframe. The WP4500 allows users to
test the energy performance of
operable windows that are already
installed in the field.

To operate it, the user simply
must open the window and slide the
WP4500 over the profile of the window sash. The instrument will

line of automated door machinery
and hand-operated jigs. The first is
the new 2300ASR auto strike jamb
router, which automates the jamb
routing process so a single
machine operator is able to perform other tasks while the
machine works. The 2300ASR features infinitely adjustable jamb
stops, foot pedal operation for

attached to a universal bar for
indexing. The universal bar has a
scale to position the different pocket locations. This system is template-driven so it has the flexibility
built in to adapt to different hardware styles and manufacturers.
❙❙➤ www.norfield.com
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Besten Enables HighCapacity Triple Insulating
Glass Unit Production
Besten Equipment Inc. has
added a triples option to its automated TAPE MT1500 insulating
glass
(IG)
production
line,
enabling IG fabricators to produce
between 650 and 750 triple insulating glass units per shift on a
single line. Besten’s TAPE MT1500
enables high-capacity dual-glazed
or triple-pane IG unit production
via parallel glass processing and
spacer application on a horizontal
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Mecal Offers New High-Speed Four-Axis Machining Center
The new high-speed Mecal
MC307 machining center is
completely
equipped with
digital technology and features
an
innovative
control system
design, capable
of supporting data transfer speeds up to
50Mb/s. The main functions of the machine can be set with parameters, and it offers an acceleration rate of approximately 492 feet/min for “X”
axis and speeds up to 131 feet per minute for the “Y” axis. The new fourth-axis
table rotates from +135 degrees to -135 degrees, and its 7.3-horsepower electro spindle has a maximum RPM of 18,000.
❙❙➤ www.mecalusa.com
bed. The line features two applicators, which each apply flexible,
warm-edge spacers to the inside
edge of the outer glass lites of a
triple IG unit. The intermediate
center lite passes through the
application bed, and the three
lites are assembled into an IG unit
via tilting air float assembly tables.
Optional muntin grid placement,
made easier by inkjet printing
alignment marks on the spacer, is
permitted before the assembly.
Finally, an optional integrated
Quik-Dose™ gas-filling system
enables argon filling in process for
a complete, ready-to-ship IG unit
right off the production line.
❙❙➤ www.besteninc.com

Measure Distortion
with LiteSentry Solution
LiteSentry has launched the
Osprey® HR (high-resolution) distortion measurement system. The

Stürtz Builds It
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Stürtz Machinery offers a full line of cutting and fabrication equipment, the
LinearPro series. The series features a high speed, linear motor-driven feed system.
The line includes the SMI-VSM-30/25PDS vertical four-point welder with
parallel welding and double stack notch
capability and the smaller SMI-VSM20/19CDS compact vertical four-point
sash welder.
The SMI-CNC-2K-30-F twin-head
CNC frame corner cleaner, a fully
programmable frame or sash corner
cleaner as well as the SMI-CNC2K-18 twin head sash cleaner, also is
available.
❙❙➤ www.sturtz.com

www.dwmmag.com
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tool dynamically measures distortion over the range of –550 to +550
mD millidiopters) with accuracy
of +/- 20mDs, a 50 percent
increase in accuracy, according to
the
company.
Cardinal
Industries is one glass fabricator
that recently began using the system, according to LiteSentry
❙❙➤ www.litesentry.com
❙
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by Tara Taffera
any in the industry are
scrambling to take the
necessary precautions to
be ready for the new lead paint regulations when they go into effect on
April 22, 2010. (To learn more about
the regulations, visit www.dwmmag.com and type “lead paint” in
the search site archives box ).
But many are also talking about
how, if at all, these new regulations
apply to door and window hardware. Some of this controversy was
spurred by a recent article in DWM
magazine so we decided a followup article was needed to look into
the subject further and clarify a few
points. We went to additional
experts to again look at the issue of
acceptable levels of lead in door
and hardware products.
At the heart of the
issue is the

M

48

question, “Does the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Leadbased Paint Renovation, Repair and
Painting Program (RRP) encompass
window hardware?”
The EPA’s Mike Wilson told DWM
magazine it does not.
“The RRP would not prohibit
hardware with lead in it from being
put in,” says Wilson. “This is beyond
the scope of the regulation.”
He added, “That would [fall]
under the [Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC)].”

Reviewing CPSC Rules
So let’s look at what language
published by the CPSC says in reference to doors

>I

and windows and their related
hardware.
Stephen Murphy of Reed Smith
LLP, an attorney who specializes in
Consumer
Product
Safety
Commission issues, points out that
the Consumer Product Safety
Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA)
imposed for the first time a limit on
lead content in children’s products.
“The CPSIA does not impose
lead content limits on any other
products, including doors and
windows,” says Murphy. “The
CPSIA does, however, reduce the
lead in paint limit for ‘toys and
other articles intended for use by
children’ and for ‘furniture articles
for consumer use’ from 600
[parts per million (ppm)] to 90
ppm. This lead paint limit has
been in effect for some time.
It does not apply to doors or
windows.”
Many industries are looking at the lead issue and
are wondering how
the change affects
their
products, even
if the
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Laying out the Facts
products aren’t intended for use by
children. For example, one furniture maker had contacted the CPSC
to ask how it would affect his business, and, in the answer, CPSC
points out that its guidelines do not
apply to doors and windows.
“16 C.F.R. § 1303.1 provides that
the lead paint limits apply to toys
and other articles intended for use
by children, as well as furniture
articles for consumer use that
bear
lead-containing
paint,”
writes CPSC. “Furniture articles
include, but are not limited to
beds, bookcases, chairs, chests,
tables, dressers, desks, pianos,
console televisions and sofas.
However, they do not include
appliances such as ranges, refrigerators, dishwashers, clothes
washers and dryers, air conditioners, humidifiers and dehumidifiers; fixtures such as bathroom
fixtures, built-in cabinets, chandeliers, windows and doors; or
household items such as window
shades, venetian blinds or wall
hangings and draperies.”
D.S. Berenson with Johanson
Berenson LLP also points out that
the CPSC lead paint ban (16 CFR
1303) does not apply to windows or
doors, and that is interpreted to
include handles and hardware for
doors and windows.
Murphy goes further, saying that
doors and windows are not “children’s products.”
“Because the definition of children’s products is limited to consumer products designed and
intended ‘primarily’ for children 12
years of age or younger, it is clear

AAMA Task Group Studies This Issue
The American Architectural Manufacturers Association’s (AAMA) hardware
surface test task group was formed in 2008 to look at the lead content in hardware products. The group met during the association’s 2009 Fall Conference and
reviewed the current wording within the current draft of the 101/I.S.2/A4402011 regarding lead content. New wording was discussed; a motion to accept
the new wording and forward on to the joint document management group
passed unanimously.
The new wording is as follows: “At the point of manufacture, hardware
intended for repetitive human touch by the consumer shall contain only
insubstantial lead on the outermost surface part. If the part is coated, the
coatings (e.g. paint, plating, oil and clear coat) shall be considered the outermost surface of the part. The presence of lead shall be determined by testing in accordance with ASTM E1753 (Rhodizonate Surface Swab Test).” (Note:
Several Rhodizonate swab kits are commercially available. Users should use
kits with a sensitivity appropriate for the requirements of Clause 11.1.1.)
The task group met again during the association’s annual meeting held in
February 2009, and this time addressed some of the confusion regarding the
new EPA requirements, according to Chuck Anderson, AAMA codes and industry
affairs manager.
“There is confusion within the marketplace regarding lead maximums, and all
manufacturers and suppliers should be informed about what is truly required,”
says Anderson. The group recommended that lead requirements be included in
the next revision of AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440, NAFS to be published in
2011.
This language is still under development and in draft form but, at press time,
the proposed language provided clarification on the procedures and cites ASTM,
NIOSH, and EPA protocols.
“It is imperative that manufacturers confirm the percentage of lead in the
hardware provided by their suppliers,” says Anderson.
He also points out that AAMA has already addressed this concern for the
overall fenestration product by requiring limitations of less than 0.02 percent,
or 200 parts per million, as part of AAMA’s profile certification program.
that door and window hardware
would not constitute a ‘children’s
product.’ Doors and window hardware is plainly intended primarily
for adults,” he says.
Regardless of whether hardware
is intended for use by children or
not, Daniel Twarog, president of
the North American Die Casting

Association (NADCA) says that
“all certified North American
produced zinc alloys fall well
below 0.005 percent or 50 ppm in
lead content.”
“This is much lower than the
concentrations dictated by any
environmental act of regulation,”
he adds.
❙
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Introducing...

SOFTWARE

Winsys Lite Does It All
The new Winsys Lite
allows remote entry of
orders/estimates and
can work as standalone program on a
dealer’s personal computer or laptop. The
software uses encrypted Winsys data
for product information and allows
dealers to e-mail orders to the factory for import into the software.
Unlimited copies of the software
can be distributed, and each copy is
programmed to expire, ensuring that
dealers have the most up-to-date
product and pricing information.

AMD SPECIAL SECTION
Each year, DWM/SHELTER highlights
products and news from members of
the Association of Millwork Distributors
(AMD). These are featured below.

ProVia Door
Earns Fifth Consecutive
ENERGY STAR® Award
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ProVia Door once again has earned
the ENERGY STAR Sustained Excellence
Award for Door Manufacturing. This is
the fifth consecutive year for the company to be named a Partner of the Year
by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ProVia officials say several of its
offerings contributed to its recognition
by the EPA, including its ComfortTech
Warm-Edge Glazing Ssytems, available
with low-E glass, argon and krypton. In
2009, the company offered 1,449 ENERGY
STAR-qualified door models.
❙❙➤ www.proviadoor.com

New Poly-Classic
Composite Railing System
from Turncraft
Turncraft has just released its new
Poly-Classic Composite Railing System,
which is made from Recycled Fiber
Reinforced ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene) with a vinyl top layer. ABS is
www.dwmmag.com

Finally, the software also allows for
the addition of dealer charges and
permits dealers to mark
up an order and optionally apply a discount,
then print a confirmation, without ever revealing the dealer’s costs.
Winsys Lite Eye also is
available as an online version of the
tool.
❙❙➤ www.windflite.com

PrefProjects Joins Preference
North America Family
Preference North America has
added a new system to its PrefSuite
line of products. PrefProjects man-

strong,
durable
and weatherresistant, according to the company. The railing
is offered in 6and 8-foot kits,
which includes
everything
needed
for
installation.
❙❙➤ www.turncraft.com

Imperial Products
Releases i2i Program
Imperial Products by
Homeshield has recently released the i2i program, holistic program
approach that addresses historical problems
associated with entry
and patio doors for
pre-hangers. With the
i2i program, Imperial
Products engineering
staff designs the system
around an existing door slab, and will
then provide the pre-hanger with an
engineering dossier and a pre-hanging
manual. The system will then be tested
and third-party-certified.
In addition, the company offers

>I

ages all the various aspects of
a
particular
project, including
quotes,
phone
calls,
meeting notes,
DWG files, expense reports, etc. The
software system provides a single
point of information and dashboard
view of a project as well, including
costs, manufacturing and delivery
schedules and all of the information
needed by any of the company’s
project managers or stakeholders
for project management and cost
control.
❙❙➤ www.prefna.com

consulting services from its in-house
Six Sigma experts to help pre-hangers develop quality control systems
and lean manufacturing practices.
❙❙➤ www.home-shield.com

ODL Offers
New Frame System
The new TriSys® frame system from
ODL features an innovative design and
new materials that simplify finishing
and assembly as well as improve longterm performance, according to the
company. The new frame profile is
inspired by millwork but has no screw
hole plugs. The TriSys frame system is
designed for standard glass and door
cut-out sizes for steel and fiberglass
doors.
❙❙➤ www.ODL.com

Steves & Sons
Merges with Crest Doors
Steves & Sons Inc. and Crest Doors
Inc. recently announced it is merging
its interior and exterior door manufacturing businesses to operate as one
company. Both are owned by the
Steves family, with operations based
San Antonio.
The company now will operate as
Steves & Sons and will market both
the Steves and Crest brand names. ❙
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ALWAYS ON
YOUR SIDE.
AT P.H. TECH, WE’RE ALWAYS ON YOUR SIDE, WORKING TO KEEP
YOUR MARKETING STRATEGIES AHEAD OF THE GAME.

_Fuel your growth
Team up with P.H. Tech and make the most of our dynamic and diverse team-based support.
Solidify your market presence with our full-service marketing program and reap the benefits
of enhanced market intelligence through our structured exchange platforms.
In today’s competitive business world, you need more than just the will to win.
You need P.H. Tech to keep you on top of your game.

phtech.ca

1 800 463.4392
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SecretShopper

Is Energy-Efficiency Worth It?
One Dealer Doesn’t Seem to Think So
BY
hen my husband and I
first purchased our home
in July 2008, we quickly
started a list of home-improvement
projects. At the top of that list was
replacing the front entry door,
which appears to be a simple

W

PENNY

STACEY

builder-grade door. And, what is
worse than that to us is that it contains a large amount of glass. While
it’s very aesthetically pleasing, we
both were concerned about the
possibility of onlookers being able
to see directly into our house at
night from the street. Secondly, if

SECRET SHOPPER
REPORT CARD

Pro Build
LOCATION: Frederi
cksburg, VA
FACILITY TYPE: Sh
owroom

SUBJECT
Store was Easy to Fi
nd

GRADE
A

Parking Lot was Cl
ean

C

Greeted Upon Enter

ing

Neatness of Displays
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Employee Politeness
Employee Appearan
ce
Employee Product Kn

owledge
Store Experience Sa
tisfaction
Overall Grade
A Excellent
D Below Average

www.dwmmag.com

F
B
C
C
D
D
C

MARKING CODE
B Above Average
F Unsatisfactory

C Average
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you stand by the door in the midst
of winter, you can detect an obvious draft; and in the summer, the
same spot makes our AC work
extra-hard.
So, on the morning of January 28,
I set out early to visit Pro Build, a
building supply company that sells
both doors and windows.
As I walked in, I noticed that
the person at the front desk
was on a phone call, so I
began wandering around the
showroom. When several
minutes had passed and it
didn’t seem like I was going to
be getting any help anytime
soon, I approached another
gentleman at a desk across the
way, and asked for some help
locating a new entry door.
Without standing, he pointed across the way and said,
“You’ll need to speak to Mark
over there.”
I said, “The one on the
phone?” and again, without
standing to check, he responded, “Maybe—the one with the
gray hair.”
Assuming he must have
meant the guy on the phone, I
wandered back toward the person who must have been “Mark,”
and began to wait. As I waited, I
observed several items about the
phone call; first, I was shocked to
hear him curse. Second, I also
quickly realized it was a personal
call—they were discussing his
upcoming vacation, how long the
drive would take, etc. Honestly, at
this point, I was starting to get a
bit perturbed. Right around that
time, he hung up and offered to
help me.
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I explained that I was looking for
a new entry door—one that was
energy-efficient and didn’t have so
much glass in it. He walked me
briefly around the showroom,
pointed out a few things hurriedly,
and told me steel would be my
cheapest bet, and fiberglass would
be the most energy-efficient bet.
He gave me a brochure about
Therma-Tru’s fiberglass doors,
and, though he was pushing steel,
didn’t have any brochures to offer
containing those. He handed me a
catalog and told me I could look
through it while I stood there, but
couldn’t take it.
Though I’d mentioned early on
that I was seeking energy-efficiency, the gentleman had continued to
push cost over efficiency. Finally, I
asked, “What about those tax credits I hear about all the time? Is there
a door I can get that would qualify?”
“Um, I think you’d have to spend
as much extra on the door to get the
tax credit as you would actually get
back,” he said.
“But it wouldn’t save me money
on my power bill?” I asked.
“Yeah, I guess it would do that,”
Mark replied, before turning to
another gentleman and asking if he
knew anything about the tax credits.
The other gentleman, who I
believe was actually a customer
and not a fellow Pro Build employee, advised, “I don’t know—there’s
ENERGY STAR®, there’s the tax credit—I don’t know if they match up.”
At that point, Mark called
Therma-Tru and inquired about
this for me, and they advised him to
go to the Therma-Tru website and
take a look at the list of the doors
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that would qualify there; he passed
the same advice on to me.
“I don’t know if there will be any
steel doors in that category,” he
said, “and there definitely won’t be
any decorative glass in those doors,
but you said you didn’t want that
anyway.”
I then asked how I would get a
price on some of the doors I’d seen
in the catalog he’d handed me.
“Oh, just give me a call and I can
get you a quote, but I’m going on
vacation, so you’ll need to talk to
someone else,” he advised, and
handed me a business card for his
co-worker.
I took the fiberglass door
brochures on my way, along with
some notes on some of the steel
doors. Though I’ve yet to make a
purchase, I’d say the overall experience was somewhat helpful, somewhat confusing. Though I really
dislike it when I call a business
looking for a quote on something
and they want all my information
(name, phone number, etc.) it did
surprise me that this facility
seemed to be pretty disinterested in
making a sale, as they not only sent
me away with little information,
but didn’t take any of my details
either. Likewise, Mark failed to even
offer a quote on any of the doors,
hoping I’d call back later to speak to
someone else.
I’ll probably go back, because I
do need a door and he did seem
genuinely interested in helping me
to save money, but I’ll make sure it’s
not on a day this particular gentleman is leaving for vacation.
❙
Penny Stacey is the assistant editor of
DWM/SHELTER magazine.
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shape
demand
Stegherr Cross Joint Milling
!S THE SHAPES OF WINDOWS AND
doors become as individual as the
customers who demand them,
Stiles offers a cross joint milling
machine for processing irregular
window and door components.
4HE 3TEGHERR 5NIVERSAL +3& 2
with the BV attachment can make
straight and diagonal joints, as well
as joint straight bars into round
and segmented arched frames. Its
unique, ﬂexible feeder rolls follow
the shape of the piece without
distorting its proﬁle.
Shape demand with solutions
from Stiles. It’s all part of our
commitment to your success.
For more information, visit
www.stilesmachinery.com or
contact Stephan Waltman at
swaltman@stilesmachinery.com
or 616.698.7500.
m
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r
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Ones to Watch

APPOINTMENTS

Edgetech Promotes
Two, Appoints One
Edgetech I.G. announced that
Bruce Hodges has been appointed to
quality engineer at the
company’s Cambridge,
Ohio, facility. Hodges
brings more than 22
years of related experience to his new role,
most recently as manuBruce
facturing engineering
Hodges
manager for Visteon
Corp. Hodges has spent 22 years with
multiple manufacturing companies
in various roles related to project
management, process engineering
and operations management.
Ramsey Bader has been promoted to director, international sales
and marketing, covering the company’s expansion efforts in various

markets, including all
international areas outside of the Americas,
Europe and United
Kingdom. Bader has
been with the company
since
2003,
most
Ramsey
recently as internationBader
al market manager.
Erick Sharp has accepted the
position of quality manager for
manufacturing operations in the United
Kingdom. In this oneyear
assignment,
Sharp will be responsible for quality assurance and launching Erick Sharp
silicone product production at the company’s Coventry,
England, location. Sharp joined
Edgetech in 2002 as an engineering
technician.

COMINGS AND GOINGS

Bradco Supply Appoints Stoddard CEO

d
o
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r

Bradco Supply announced on December 29 that it has appointed Larry Stoddard as its chief executive officer, succeeding Tom
Karol, who continues to serve as executive chairperson.
Stoddard served in various executive positions for Wolseley
over the past 26 years, most recently serving as chief operations
officer. He also held the position of senior vice president of business development for Wolseley North America from 2005 to 2006 Larry
and was senior vice president of branch operations of Ferguson Stoddard
Enterprises, a Wolseley company, from 2001 until 2005.
Bradco Supply is a distributor of building products, including windows, headquartered in New Jersey.

&

Miller Named President of ProVia Door
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Former ProVia Door and Heartland Siding
president and chief executive officer Bill
Mullet recently announced that Brian Miller
has been named president of the company,
effective January 1. Mullet will continue on
as chief executive officer. Miller joined ProVia
Door in September 2006 as corporate operations analyst, and soon became vice president
of business improvement.
Miller graduated from Malone University
Bill Mullet (left) and Brian Miller
(right)
with a bachelor’s degree in accounting and
business administration in 1989 and with a
master’s degree in business administration from Ashland University in 1993.
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Lance Lunde has
been
appointed
regional sales manager
for the Southwest,
including
Arizona,
California, Nevada and
New Mexico. Lunde Lance Lunde
comes to the company
with previous sales experience in the
fenestration industry, including four
years as an Edgetech manufacturer’s
representative in the Northwest.

Amesbury Appoints New
Chief Innovation Engineer
Amesbury Window
& Door Hardware has
appointed
Gary
Newman as chief
innovation engineer
for the company’s
door and window Gary
hardware
group. Newman
Newman is responsible for new product development
and enhancement in this position.
Newman has received more than a
dozen window-related patents,
according to the company, and
previously served as engineering
manager at BSI-Balance Systems,
Amesbury’s sister company.

Schmidt to Represent
Erdman’s IG Machines
Michael Schmidt is
the new IG machine
sales specialist at
Erdman Automation
in Princeton, Minn. In
his new role, Schmidt
will focus on expandMichael
ing the company’s IG
Schmidt
equipment offerings
for commercial and residential
applications.
In addition to managing a glass
fabricating facility for several
years, Schmidt also previously
spent several years applying
process solutions and equipment
sales for Lisec America Inc.
❙
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NowSHOWing

March 16-17, 2010
Glass Expo Midwest™
Now Including Fenestration
Education Day on March 16!
Co-sponsored by
DWM magazine.
Renaissance Schaumburg
Hotel & Convention Center.
Chicago (Schaumburg), Ill.
Contact: DWM magazine
at 540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpomidwest.com/
fenday.
March 23-24, 2010
AAMA Southeast
Region Spring Meeting
Sponsored by AAMA.
Hyatt Regency San
Antonio (Riverwalk).
San Antonio.
Contact: AAMA at
847/303-5664 or visit
www.aamanet.org.
March 23-26, 2010
IGMA 10th Annual Conference
Sponsored by the
Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA).
Paris Hotel.
Las Vegas.
Contact: IGMA
at 613/233-1510 or
visit www.igmaonline.org.
March 24-27, 2010
Fensterbau/frontale 2010
Organized by
NürnbergMesse GmbH.
Exhibition Centre Nuremberg.
Nuremberg, Germany.
Contact: NürnbergMesse GmbH
at +49 (0) 9 11. 86 06-0.
March 23-27, 2010-02-03
Moulding and Millwork
Producers Association (MMPA)
Winter Business Meeting
Sponsored by MMPA.
Monterey Plaza Hotel.
Monterey, Calif.
Contact: MMPA
at 800/550-7889 or
visit www.wmmpa.com.

To submit events
for the calendar
e-mail
ttaffera@glass.com
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calendar of events

April 12-15, 2010
NFRC Spring
Membership Meeting
Sponsored by the
National Fenestration
Ratings Council (NFRC).
Doubletree Hotel New Orleans.
New Orleans.
Contact: NFRC at 301/5891776 or visit www.nfrc.org.
April 14-16, 2010
Glass TEXpo™ 2010
Co-sponsored by the
Texas Glass Association (TGA)
and DWM magazine.
El Tropicano
Holiday Inn Riverwalk.
San Antonio.
Contact: DWM at
540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpos.com.
April 28-30, 2010
FMA Spring Conference
Sponsored by the
Fenestration Manufacturers
Association (FMA).
Hawks Cay Resort.
Duck Key, Fla.
Contact: FMA at
850/294-7963 or visit
www.fmausaonline.org.

More
Mor
e about

June 6-9, 2010
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA.
Oak Brook Hills Marriott Resort.
Chicago.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664 or visit
www.aamanet.org.
July 17-19, 2010
China Qingdao International
Construction & Decoration
Materials Exposition
Sponsored by Qingdao
Haichen International
Exhibition Co. Ltd.
Qingdao International
Convention Center.
Qingdao, China.
Contact: Visit www.cbe.qd.com.
August 25-28, 2010
International
Woodworking Fair (IWF)
Georgia World
Congress Center.
Atlanta, Ga.
Contact: Show organizers
at 404/693-8333 or visit
www.iwfatlanta.com.

Name Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss/Dr
Designation
Company
Compan
y
Product
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oduct Range

Country
Country
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796;
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
GlasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156;
fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
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Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

56

Automated Testing
Solutions, Inc.
8301 Sunset Rd.
Minneapolis, MN 55432
877/784-1775;
fax: 651/846-6808
www.automated-tests.com

Setting Blocks
Frank Lowe
Rubber & Gasket
10 Dubon Ct., Suite 1
Farmingdale, NY 11735
800/777-0202;
fax: 631/777-2560
www.franklowe.com
sales@franklowe.com
Doors, Exterior
Hurricane Glass Doors
Dome’l, Inc.
For Hi-Rise Buildings
No Shutters Needed
3 Grunwald St.
Clifton, NJ 07013
800/603-6635;
fax: 973/614-8011

Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
Fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com

www.domelinc.com

Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Vinyl Clad, Exterior
Young Mfg. Co., Inc.
PO Box 167
Beaver Dam, KY 42320
270/274-3306
fax: 270/274-9522
www.youngmanufacturing.com
sales@youngmanufacturing.com

Door Components
Sill Pans
Jamsill, Inc.
PO Box 485
Talent, OR 97540
800/526-7455
fax: 541/488-7472
www.jamsill.com
info@jamsill.com

Doors, Interior
Folding, Interior
Woodfold Mfg. Inc.
Box 346
Forest Grove, OR 97116
503/357-7181
fax: 503/357-7185
www.woodfold.com

Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Door Hardware &
Related Products
StryBuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444;
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Muntin Bars
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com
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Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com
Truseal Technologies
6680 Parkland Blvd.
Solon, OH 44139
216/910-5100;
fax: 216/910-1505
www.truseal.com
Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
Bystronic Glass Inc.
13250 E. Smith Road
Suite H
Aurora, CO 80011
720/858-7700
fax: 720/858-7701
salesusa@bystronic-glass.com
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401;
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com.
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870;
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com
Mouldings
PVC Profiles
Creative Extrusion &
Technologies
230 Elliot St.
Brockton, MA 02302
508/587-2290
fax: 508/580-0524
www.creativeet.com
sales@creativeet.com
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Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824;
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
ERP Software

Albat + Wirsam
10510 NE Northup Way
Suite 100
Kirkland, WA 98033
800/559-9921
www.a-w.de
carl.maerz@glaston.net
Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy Street
Suite 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com
Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
info@caisoft.com
WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com
Optimization Programs
Optima North America Inc.
3875 Blvd. St.-Jean Baptiste
Montreal, QC H1B 5V4
Canada
514/645-8998;
fax: 514/645-8558
sales@optima-america.com

Contents

Stairs And Stair Parts
Stairs, Treads & Risers
Young Mfg. Co., Inc.
PO Box 167
Beaver Dam, KY 42320
270/274-3306
fax: 270/274-9522
www.youngmanufacturing.com
sales@youngmanufacturing.com
Window And
Door Machinery
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com
Machines, Pre-Hung Door
Builders Automation
Machinery Co.
12775 Starkey Rd.,
PO Box 10068
Largo, FL 33773-0068
727/538-2180
fax: 727/536-2624
www.buildersautomation.com
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Window Hardware &
Related Products
Window Hardware
Truth Hardware Corp.
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884;
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
800/352-0800;
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Blvd.
Whitewater, WI 53190
262/472-8800;
fax: 262/472-8900
www.winkhaus.com
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Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg GmbH
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
Solingen, Germany 42655
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de
Stiffeners
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com
Weatherstripping
UltraFab Inc.
1050 Hook Rd.
Farmington, NY 14424
800/535-1050;
fax: 585/924-7680
www.ultrafab.com
sales@ultrafab.com

Visit
™

Machines, Stair Stringer
Router
Builders Automation
Machinery Co.
12775 Starkey Rd.,
PO Box 10068
Largo, FL 33773-0068
727/538-2180
fax: 727/536-2624
www.buildersautomation.com
Window Components
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Extrusions, Vinyl
Creative Extrusion &
Technologies
230 Elliot St.
Brockton, MA 02302
508/587-2290
fax: 508/580-0524
www.creativeet.com
sales@creativeet.com

Join the thousands
who are logging on to
Door and Window
Manufacturer’s (DWM)
website each day for
the latest news
and industry-related
content.

• News items that are
updated several
times per week
• New featured content
• Surveys
• Forum
• RSS feed
• Timely coverage of
industry events

Bookmark it now!
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Industry Services

Used Equipment for Sale

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD
www.usglassmachinery.com
Ph: 724/239-6000

CUSTOM PROFILE
EXTRUSIONS
You’re probably paying too much if
you’re buying some place else!
Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290 sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950
Rates Start at $119 per Column Inch ads:
(A column inch is equal to 30 words, Logos extra)

To place your
classified or suppliers guide
listings, please contact
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112,
or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com. Don’t
miss this opportunity to get
your company noticed!

Subscribe to DWM Magazine for FREE
I want to start/continue my FREE SUBSCRIPTION to DWM:  YES  NO
Name: ____________________________________ Signature: _________________________ Date: _______________
Company: _______________________________________ Title: ___________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________City: ___________________ State: ________ Zip: _________
Phone: _________________________ Fax: _____________________ E-mail: _________________________________
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1. Please check the ONE category that BEST describes the business
MY BUSINESS IS ENGAGED IN THE MANUFACTURING, FABRICATING
activity of your company:
OR DISTRIBUTION OF DOORS AND WINDOW PRODUCTS.
1000  Manufacturer of windows
 YES  NO
1100  Manufacturer of windows and/or doors and/or skylights
2000  Manufacturer of doors
I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE
 Check here to also sub3000  Manufacturer of skylights or other fenestration products
MY SUBSCRIPTION IN THE
scribe to the free twice weekly
4000  Suppliers of fenestration components or equipment (including glass)
FORM OF:
 PRINT  DIGITAL
DWM e-mail newsletter.
5000  Dealer/Distributor
6500  Building Contractors
7000  Manufacturer of mouldings/millwork
9000  Others allied to the field, please specify:_______________________
3. Please check ALL the types of work your company
performs:
C  Commercial R  Residential
B  Both
O  Other
5. Number of employees at this location:
4. Classification by title (choose the best):
B  5-9 C  10-19 D  20-49
A  1-4
A  Owner/president
E  Marketing manager
E  50-99 F  100+
B  General or senior manager
F  Purchasing manager
C  Plant manager or engineer
G  Energy expert or consultant
6. What other publications do you receive?
D  Designer
H  Other
2  Fenestration 1  Window and Door

2. Please check ALL the products or
materials your company manufactures:
A  Wood B  Aluminum C  Glass
D  Vinyl E  Other Metals

Subscriptions are free to all qualified recipients at U.S. addresses. Addresses outside the U.S. please add $80 per year.
By checking yes and signing this form, I also agree to allow publisher to contact me via fax and/or telephone in the future.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS ENTIRE FORM AND FAX IT TO 630/482-3003
OR SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT WWW.GLASS.COM/SUBCENTER.PHP
www.dwmmag.com
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Phone

Fax

Web Address
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Alumet Manufacturing Inc.

800/343-8360

360/653-9884

www.alumet.com

19

Cardinal Industries

952/935-1722

952/935-5538

www.cardinalcorp.com

13

Computer Associates Inc.

800/422-4782

401/232-7778

www.caisoft.com

7

Edgetech I.G. Inc.

800/233-4383

740/439-0121

www.edgetech360.com

41

Erdman Automation

866/376-6177

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

37

Fenetech Inc.

330/995-2830

330/562-8688

www.fenevision.com

15

GED Integrated Solutions

330/487-5094

330/963-0584

www.gedusa.com

55

Glasstech Asia 2010

65 6278 8666

65 6278 4077

www.glasstechasia.com

30-31

GM Wood Products

800/530-9211

231/652-3166

www.gmcompanies.com

43

Imperial Products

765/966-0322

765/966-2403

www.home-shield.com

35

Joseph Machine Co.

717/432-3442

717/502-1712

www.josephmachineco.com

61

Lawrence Industries Inc.

336/474-6754

336/476-6101

www.lawrenceindustriesinc.com

21, 23

ODL Inc.

800/253-3900

616/748-5472

www.odl.com

51

PH Tech

800/463-4392

418/833-6847

www.phtech.ca

47

Preference North America Inc.

972/772-5388

972/692-7928

www.prefsuite.com

Stiles Machinery Inc.

616/698-7500

616/698-7521

www.stilesmachinery.com

11

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

330/405-0444

330/405-0445

www.sturtz.com

5

Sunflex Wall Systems

239/495-1543

239/495-2890

www.sunflex-wall.com

9

Technoform

330/487-6600

330/487-6682

www.technoform.us

17

Truseal Technologies Inc.

216/910-1500

216/910-1506

www.truseal.com

C2

Truth Hardware

800/866-7884

507/451-5655

www.truth.com

22

Windflite Computer System

800/946-7971

309/681-0010

www.windflite.com

3

Woodware Systems

901/763-3999

901/763-4064

www.woodwaresystems.com

25

WTS Paradigm

800/387-2957

608/664-9295

www.WTSParadigm.com

1

Young Manufacturing

800/545-6595

270/274-9522

www.youngmanufacturing.com

24, 42, 53

Digital or Print:
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Did you know DWM is available in a digital format?
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• Perfect for on-the-road reference
• Receive your issue prior to print subscribers
• Bonus material: additional and extended stories
• Searchable index

www.dwmmag.com
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ProjectPage

What a Difference Windows Can Make

BEFORE

AFTER
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Window Manufacturer: ViWinCo, Morgantown, Pa.
Project Location: Slaughter Beach, Del.
Window Contractor: Steimel Construction, Lewes,
Delaware
Photographer: Frederick Stocker, Existing Light LLC

iWinco's Oceanview casement windows are featured
in this remodel job in Delaware. The impact-resistant
windows come in custom sizes with a one week lead
time as the company does its own in-house laminating.
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LEAD FREE
We Support:
The Right of Free Speech.
The Right to Choose Your Hardware.
Our Apologies for Those that Cannot Live Up to Your Standards.

No Lead, No Dust, No Rust!
Contact Lawrence for Your Free Lead Check Test Kit!

TM

KID SAFE
TM

BioMaxx
Verified by:

Lead
R

Lawrence
Industries, Inc

www.lawrenceindustriesinc.com

Check
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